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What a difference a year can make. At this time last year I 
was just becoming acquainted with the College. Un1versity and 
communuy. Now many activities are becoming routine. and 
places and faces are starring ro look familiar But. even as 1 
become more familiar with my new environment. I can't help 
but notice how it is changing. 
While moving and acclimating ro a new environment pose their 
own set of problems. the greater challenge facing all of us 1n 
academia is the need to adjust ro its changing environment. 
Significant financial concerns ar rhe stare level caused a 
reduction of funding for our institution as well as the other public 
institutions of higher education throughout the stare. Becoming 
more productive. more efficient and doing more with less are 
themes we must embrace as we adjust to our economic reali ties. 
lligher educarion is increasingly asked 10 become more 
accountable For the resources entrusted 10 us to accomplish our 
mission. We long have known rhar we reach: now we're mak1ng 
signilicant efforrs to assure that our students learn and leave us 
equipped with the skills they need to be successful Assessment, 
accountability and affordability are given senous consideration 
as we look for the best uses for our resources Results matter. 
If there s!ill is an ivory tower. it's connected ro the Internet and 
becoming populated by people who understand the need to be in 
touch with the constituents we serve. 
As you look through this publication. rake note of the 
numerous accomplishments of our faculty, staff and 
students. Our programs remain strong as they 
adapt to the changing demands of students and 
employers. Technology still plays a critical role 
in delivering a sophisticated curriculum. Our 
graduates are securing good jobs even in a 
diflicult job market 
As the students return to campus and we 
undertake the serious work of education. 
I assure you that there is no more exciting 
place to be than on a un iversity campus. 
Eastern Illinois University comes alive with 
the energy, excitement and enthusiasm our students bnng with 
them. The rimes may be changing. but some thmgs remain the 
same. This remains a great place ro learn. to grow. to work. 
Take a look at what we're doing. 
Two graduates of the College were 
presented 2002 Distinguished Alumnus 
awards by the EIU Alum ni Association. 
Jim Evans, a 1 968 graduate in 
business, assumed the position of 
Chief Executive Officer of Jenny 
Craig's in January, 2003. Prior to 
that he was President and CEO of 
Best Western International, Inc., 
the world's largest hotel chain. 
Throughout his more than 30 
years in the hospitality industry, 
he has consistently fostered strong 
leadership skills in his colleagues and 
provided excellent customer service to 
his guests. His career has reflected a 
series of increasingly responsible roles 
in the hospitality industry, ranging 
from property level marketing, sales 
and management positions to senior 
corporate staff positions. In 2001, he was 
named one of the "25 Most Influential 
Executives in the Travel Industry" by 
Leisure Travel News, and Travel Agent 
magazine named him its Person of the 
Year in 2000. 
Judy Ethell, also a business 
graduate and Class of '82, is a 
partner at PriceWaterhouseCoopers 
in St. Louis. She has served on the 
Accountancy Advisory Board since 
I 996, having served as treasurer 
and as chair of the Awards and 
Development Committee. She has 
been a strong role model for students, 
devoting countless hours to advising 
students in mock interviews, accounting 
certification and faculty support 
regarding current accounting principles. 
The Eastern Illinois University Foundation 
presented 2002 Burnham and Nancy 
Neal Philanthropy Awards which 
recognized the Accountancy Advisory 
Board as Outstanding Philanthropic 
Organization and KPMG, LLP as 
Outstanding Corporation. School of 
Business alumni and friends in these 
organizations insured the success of 
the "Accountancy 2000 and Beyond" 
campaign to support scholarships and 
other Accountancy Program initiatives. 
The campaign concluded in 2003 
and was important to the award of 
accreditation to the Accountancy Program 
by the Association to Advance Collegiate 
Schools of Business, International. The 
2002 Outstanding Volunteer recognized 
by the Foundation was John M. Schultz, 
also a supporter of the College who 
has served on the School of Business 
Advisory Board. 
For the second year in a row, the 
University community again celebrated 
EIU's placement in the top tier of 
U.S. News & World Report's ranking 
of "America's Best Colleges." The 
rankings are based on schools' academic 
reputations, student selectivity, faculty 
special recognitions 
resources, graduation and retention 
rates, financial resources and alumni 
giving. Eastern was the only public 
university in Illinois listed in the top 
tier of "Best Universities-Master's 
(Regional/Midwest)" category which 
represents universities that offer a full 
range of undergraduate degrees, some 
master's degree programs, but few, if 
any, doctoral programs. Of the 143 
Midwestern master's universities, 
public and private, only 37 
were placed in the top 
tier. Overall, EIU was 
31st, and was rated 
fifth among the top 
I 2 public Midwestern 
universities with master's 
programs. Eastern's 
greatest strengths, in addition 
u.s.News 
Best 
Colleges 
to its academic reputation, were its 
average graduation rate of 66 percent, 
a freshman-to-sophomore retention rate 
of 81 percent, and the high percentage 
of full-time faculty (96 percent). The 
Lumpkin College of Business and Applied 
Sciences is proud to share in support of 
this tradition of excellence demonstrated 
by the University as a whole. 
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The Lumpkin College of Business and Applied Sciences' 
Development Office is responsible for establishing and 
implementing the College's fund-raising priorities and 
coordinating all fund-raising efforts. with auenrion given to 
special and planned gifts. Jacqueline Joines. CFRE. has served as 
Director of Development for LCBAS the past five years. During 
FY03. Jackie became the only development staff member ar 
EIU to successfully obtain the Certified Fund Raising Executive 
(CFRE) credentiaL We are pleased that Ms. Joines has advanced 
her professional development ro this level for the benefit of our 
many stakeholders. 
This past year. the College received over $507.600 in gifts for 
the benelit of our students. faculty and programs. Companies 
including KPMG; State Farm; Caterpillar; Levi, Ray, and Shoup, 
Inc. ; Motor Transport Underwriters; The Bloomington Country 
Club; GE Lamp Plant; USX Corporation; Edward Jones 
Company; Nova Solutions; Nims Associates, Inc.; WaJ-Mart; 
PriceWaterhouseCoopers LLP; H & R Block; Lincoln Financial 
Group Inc.; Ericsson Inc.; Sara Lee; Pfizer Pharmaceuticals; 
The Williams Companies; Harris Bank: and many. many 
or hers continue to be an important source of private support 
for the College. These companies support scholarships and 
programs through annual gifts. the creation of endowments. and 
through important employee marching gift programs. Individual 
alumn i. faculty/staff. and friends are also significant and valued 
supporters. and are listed elsewhere in this report. 
New endowments created within LCBAS during FY03 include: 
• The Student Marketing Association of EIU Endowment 
Fund (Business) 
Created by the EIU Chapter to support their award and 
scholarship program. 
• Dr. James D. Price Delta Chi Business Education 
Scholarship (Technology) 
Created to memorialize the late jim Price, longtime public 
educator and Delta Chi Fraternity advisor. 
• Lillian R. Greathouse Scholarship (Technology) 
Created to celebrate the career of EIU retired business 
education professor, Dr. Lillian R. Greathouse. 
• Omar Carl Schmeusser Memorial Scholarship and 
Endowment Fund (Family & Consumer Sciences) 
Created to memorialize Mr~ Schmeusser for a long and 
distinguished career in hospitality 
Significant gifts gifts were made to current endowments within 
the College including: 
• Jim and June Giffin Scholarship 
• john M. Luther Business Scholarship 
• Ronald and Myra jeffris Scholarship 
• Bill Spaniol Memorial Scholarship 
• Rudolph G. and Kathryn E. Hlavek Scholarship 
• Charles Gifford Manion Memorial Scholarship 
• Timothy Gover and Clifford Fagan Scholarship 
• Carolyn Kluesner Modglin Scholarship 
• Donald and Clara Alice Seaman Shawver Scholarship 
• john & Mary Kensil Delta Chi Scholarship 
• Bert & Janet Holley Scholarship 
• Beta Gamma Sigma Chapter Endowment 
• Charles Jacobs & Marianne Dana Younger Scholarship 
• Felstehausen/Boldrey Excellence in Career & 
Organizational Studies Endowment 
• Caroline A. Forbes Centennial Scholarship 
• Taking Care of Business Endowment 
• Theodore W. Ivarie Leadership & Innovation Fund 
Support from private foundations allows the College ro use 
dollars in unique and very specific ways. For many years. the 
Willow Springs Foundation has supported the activities of 
Beta Alpha Psi. a student accounting organization. and facuhy 
development. Along with the Willow Springs Foundation. the 
Lumpkin Foundation has been a generous supporter of the 
School of Business over the years. That support includes the 
Lumpkin Distinguished Professorship and Lumpkin Business 
Enhancement Fund. The Lumpkin Foundation and its 
Executive Director. Bruce Karmazin. continue to be involved in 
various business initiatives. and we congratulate the Lumpkin 
Foundation on its 50th anniversary. We appreciate our other 
private foundation supporters including the Manion Family 
Foundation and the Charles J. and Marianne D. Younger Fund 
who have made significant scholarship contributions in Business. 
along with the many corporate foundations that make grants to 
LCBAS. 
The School of Technology continued to work with corporate 
partners and received gifts from industries including Caterpillar, 
Precast/Prestressed Producers of Illinois & Wisconsin. and 
GE Lamp Plant. The celebration for the School of Technology's 
tOOth anniversary generated increased excitement among 
alumni and other friends of the School this year. The Celebration 
Weekend, held September 20 & 21. 2002, included a Centennial 
dinner. golf outing, and football game that were well attended 
and helped to generate support for the Carolyn Forbes 
Centennial Scholarship. Miss Forbes served the School of 
Technology as the first chair from 1 902- 1 913. 
The Department of Military Science continued efforts to increase 
enrollment and identify partners to support the ROTC program. 
The Tawani Foundation and Tawani Enterprises. founded 
by retired Lieutenant Colonel James N. Pritzker of the Illinois 
National Guard and current real estate investor. is led on a day-
to-day basis by executive director Ed Tracy. Lieutenant Colonel 
Pritzker and the Tawan i Foundation have been extremely 
generous and supportive of the EIU ROTC program through the 
establishment of cadet awards. Other important donors to ROTC 
include Wai-Mart. 
The School of Family and Consumer Sciences received a major 
endowment gift in FY03 memorializing the distinguished career 
of Omar Carl Schmeusser. Mr. Schmeusser, an emigrant 
of Germany and graduate of the Graf Rechberg School. the 
Confectioner and Trade School, and having attended the Cooking 
and Trade School. owned, operated, and served many hotels. 
restaurants and private clubs throughout the U.S. and Europe, 
including serving as chef at the famed Longchamps Restaurant 
in the Empire State Building. Mr. Schmeusser passed away in 
FY03 of cancer while serving as manager of the BloomingtOn 
Country Club. The Bloomington Country Club, along with the 
lllini Chapter of the Club Managers Association of America felt 
it important tO celebrate Mr. Schmeusser's life and career in 
hospitality by creating the Omar Carl Schmeusser Memorial 
Scholarship and Endowment Fund that will provide scholarship 
dollars and program support for the EIU Hospitality Program. 
The School of Business continued to reach out to the external 
campus community through the Executive-in-Residence program 
and the newly created Off-Campus Business Visitation program. 
These activi ties. along with specific career recruitment activities. 
have assisted in securing private gifts for the School. The 
School was the beneficiary of gifts through Lumpkin Hall room 
naming opportunities originally designated in the "Taking Care 
of Business" Campaign when Lumpkin Hall was built. Those 
rooms named during FY03 included: 
• Donald L. and Mary (Hartke) Gher, Class of 1973 
• Dwight Kensil, Class of '81 
• In Memory of Dr. James Price, Advisor, "BB" EIU Delta 
Chi Fraternity 
In summary, the Lumpkin College of Business and Applied 
Sciences' Development Office has assisted in securing outside 
funding that wil l provide continuing support for students. faculty/ 
staff. and programs in the College. Ms. Joines is available at any 
time to assist you in making a gift tO the College now or in the 
form of a deferred gift. The LCBAS Development Office can also 
help you maximize your gifts to the College. Contact us today at 
21 7-58 1.7969, or at 4813 Lumpkin Hall. You may also send an 
email to csjsc@eiu.edu. 
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The Illinois Board of Higher Education has established a set of 
strategic goals for public colleges and universities known as The 
Illinois Commitment. Those goals address the quality of academic 
programs. but also reflect an emphasis on the relationship of the 
University to the broader community. The six goals are: 
• Higher education will help Illinois business and industry 
sustain strong economic growth. 
• Higher education will join elementary and secondary 
education to improve teaching and learning at all levels. 
• No Illinois citizen will be denied an opportunity for a college 
education because of financial need. 
• Illinois will increase the number and diversity of citizens 
completing training and education programs. 
• Illinois colleges and universities wil l hold students to even 
higher expectations for learning and wil l be accountable for 
the quality of academic programs and the assessment of 
learning. 
• Illinois colleges and universities will continually improve 
productivity, cost-effectiveness. and accountability. 
The Lumpkin College of Business and Applied Sciences has 
demonstrated its commitment to these goals through teaching, 
research and service activities in the surrounding region. Off. 
campus delivery of courses and programs has for many years 
served working, non-traditional, and/or place bound students 
who might otherwise be unable to complete undergraduate or 
graduate degrees. 
The Career and Organizational Studies undergraduate major 
offered by the School of Technology is an off-campus program 
delivered tO sites in Champaign, Danville, and other central 
Illinois locations. Last year. over 300 working adults took 
courses part-time, with 22 completing their bachelor's degree. 
In addition to the on-campus program, the School of Business 
offers the MBA degree off-campus at Parkland College in 
Champaign. Over 30 individuals were enrolled this past year 
in the off-campus program with 13 completing their graduate 
degree. 
The School of Family & Consumer Sciences. in collaboration with 
the EIU Board of Trustees BA Degree Program and the School 
of Continuing Education, offers five consecutive semesters of 
weekend courses to child care professionals with an associate 
degree seeking a four-year degree. Most of the courses in this 
CLAS (Completion of Learning on an Alternative Schedule) 
program are offered at Parkland College in Champaign, IL. 
The School of Technology also offers graduate certificate 
programs in Computer Technology, Quality Systems, and Work 
Performance Improvement with on-line course offerings. This 
past year over 35 courses. undergraduate and graduate, were 
offered exclusively on-line by faculty in the College. 
In addition to these academic program offerings, the College 
provides outreach to the surrounding area through a variety 
of programs and initiatives that support the service and 
research aspects of the University mission. The Business and 
Technology Institute (BTl) is a public extension of the College 
which addresses the needs for training, research and consulting 
services of regional businesses and industries. Through the 
Institute this year. 60 training programs were provided ro over 
I 000 employees of 35 companies statewide. just a few of the 
new workshop programs added this year were "Leadership 
Academy," "Performance Appraisal," "Hermann Brain 
Dominance," "Hand Held PCs," "Networking Home Computers," 
and "japanese for Managers." This year "Online ANYTIME" 
became a reality as BTl partnered with New Horizons Learning 
Center ro offer over 1 ,200 of the finest quality online training 
courses to clients. Available online offerings included Microsoft 
Office software. telephony courses, workplace safety training, 
and internet development. Feel free to contact Marilyn DeRuiter. 
Direcror. Business and Technology Institute at 21 7-581-2913 or 
email at cfmkd@eiu edu. for more information. 
Grant funded service projects in the College provide commun ity 
outreach in support of the Illinois Commitment goals, while 
also supporting academic programs. The School of Family & 
Consumer Sciences administers the Senior Nutrition "Peace 
Meal" Program. directed by Mr. Michael Strader. This program 
serves meals daily to an average 1 ,650 senior Illinois citizens 
five days a week at 62 sites in 1 4 counties. This past year. over 
400.000 meals were provided, one-third of which were home 
delivered. The value of the gram project was over 2.6 million 
dollars. with funding from federal. state and local sources, 
participant donatiOns. and in-kind/volunteer hour contributions. 
The School of Family & Consumer Sciences also administers the 
Child Care Resource & Referral (CCR&R) project, directed by Dr. 
S. jayne Ozier. This project provided approximately 550 child 
care referrals to families. delivered 183 training and educational 
programs to providers of child care/early childhood programs. 
and logged 323 technical assistance comacts with parents, child 
care providers. employers. and others in six east central Illinois 
counties. Eligibility for child care subsidies was determined 
for an average of 600 families monthly. Additional services 
for children and providers were made possible though special 
grams. from a project supported child care nurse consultant, and 
through a resource literacy/library van which delivered resource 
materials and educational programs. Total funding for the 
CCR&R project from the Illinois Department of Human Services 
and other sources now totals over half a million dollars. 
Additional outreach activities extend nationally and 
internationally. During the summer of 2002. EIU hosted 
41 persons from II different states for an imergenerational 
Elderhostel program sponsored collaboratively by the School of 
Family & Consumer Sciences and the EIU School of Continuing 
Education. Ms. Carolyn Woolever planned and coordinated the 
activities for the 21 grandparents and 20 grandchildren who 
lived in campus student housing for the week. The educational 
focus included Lincoln history in Illinois and Amish culture. 
Activities included field trips to Springfield, Arthur, and Lincoln 
Log Cabin: a musical in Sullivan: an. ROTC, computer. and other 
on-campus events: and the Coles County Fair. The informative. 
entertaining. and interactive activities were planned to enrich 
relationships between children and grandparents. 
As a final example. Dr. Frances Murphy established a School of 
Family & Consumer Sciences partnership with the U.S. Army. 
"Child and Youth US Army in Europe and 7th Army." The US 
Army offers available. quality. and affordable programs for 
children ages 4 weeks to 18 years. Through this partnership, 
family and consumer sciences students find employment in the 
child development profession on US Army bases where they use 
their knowledge and skills while living in Germany. 
These examples highlight the commitment of the College £O the 
goals promulgated by the Illinois Board of Higher Education. The 
future holds opportunity to strengthen and expand our outreach 
to Illinois citizens and others in our collective global community. 
The Illinois Board of Higher Education 
has established a set of strategic goals 
for public colleges and universities 
known as The Illinois Commitment. 
Those goals address the quality of 
academic programs, but also reflect 
an emphasis on the relationship of the 
University to the broader community ... 
The Lumpkin College of Business and 
Applied Sciences has demonstrated its 
commitment to these goals through 
teaching, research and service activities 
in the surrounding region. 
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comings and goings 
One new tenure-track faculty joined the College this past year. Dr. Perpetua Erma Fernando. School 
of Fam1ly & Consumer Sciences. New staff hired during the year included Bob King. School of 
Business. and Cathy Quast. Dean's Office. 
Dr. Diane Hoadley was welcomed to the EIU family in August. 2002 as Dean of the Lumpkin College 
of Business & Applied Sciences. A native of Illinois, Dr. Hoadley received her undergraduate, MBA 
and Juris Doctorate from the University of Illinois. Prior to returning to Illinois, Dr. Hoadley was 
Acting Dean of the School of Business at the University of South Dakota. 
Dr. jayne Ozier was appointed Acting Chair of the School of Family & Consumer Sciences for AY03 
and will serve in that position through July, 2003. Following a national search . Dr. jim Painter was 
selected to become the new Chair of the School and will assume that position August 1. 2003. 
LTC Lorenzo Smith became Chair of the Department of Military Science in July, 2002. having come 
to EIU from the Command and General Staff College at Fort Leavenworth. Kansas. Additional ROTC 
cadre members joining the Department during the year were MAJ jeffrey Allen, SGf Perla Garza. 
and MAJ Davidjohn 
Retiring faculty from the college during the 2002-2003 academic year included Dr. Pat Bateman. 
School of Family & Consumer Sciences: Dr. Wayne Chandler. School of Business. Dr. joyce 
Felstehausen. School of Technology: Dr. Lillian Greathouse. School of Technology: Dr. Terry 
Lundgren. School of Business. and Dr.jyoti Prasad. School of Business. Dr. Meena Srinivasan. 
School of Busmess. resigned to continue her career nearer family in Virginia 
Dr. Jayne Ozier 
Dr. Jim Pointer 
Maj. David John 
Dr. Wayne Chandler 
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general highlights 
A Certificate of Accreditation was awarded to the School's 
Accountancy Program by the Association to Advance Collegiate 
Schools of Business (AACSB) International in a ceremony held 
ar irs annual meeting in New Orleans in April. 2003. Matthew 
Monippallil, Accountancy Program Director, and Dean Diane 
Hoadley represented the School and received the certificate from 
John Fernandes. President of AACSB. Achieving accreditation 
was a long term goal of the Accountancy Program and was a 
collaborative effort of faculty, students and Accountancy Advisory 
Board members. 
In the fall semester, Dr. Rick Palmer, Lumpkin Distinguished 
Professor. hosted a conference entitled "Growing Your Business: 
Strategies and Techniques to Help Small and Mid-Sized 
Businesses in Central Illinois Achieve their Potential. " The 
conference well attended and received positive reviews by local 
businesspeople. 
Using money from the Bertrand P. Holley Distinguished 
Professorship and Business Ethics and Social Responsibility 
Fund. the School hosted Mark Joslyn. Vice President of Human 
Resources. Ray-0-Vac, who discussed with students and faculty 
ethical decision-making in today's complex environment. Also. 
the School, through the efforts of Dr. Sid Dudley, facilitated 
the selection of the annual Business Ethics and Social 
Responsibility (BESI) Awards for East Central Illinois. Mooney 
Motors was recognized for its involvement and support of 
community activities. and jerry Moon was honored for his 
volunteer activities in the city of Effingham. At the recognition 
dinner. jack Schultz. President of Agracel, discussed his research 
on economic development that has been published as a book 
entitled "Boomtown USA: the 7 V2 Keys to Big Success in Small 
Towns." 
The School of Business continued its tradition of bringing 
business executives to campus ro share their expertise and 
experiences with students and faculty in a variety of settings: 
• Business Advisory Board members in October and April 
met with faculty to discuss curriculum and other issues 
related to specific disciplines. Also. members met with 
student organization leaders and freshmen and sophomores 
to provide career advice and explain current business 
practices. 
• Accountancy Advisory Board members met in September. 
January and May to work on program curricula and strategic 
planning. 
• Ken King. Principal, Marketing Research, Edward Jones. 
focused on data base marketing and research techniques. 
• Tim and Pat Monahan, entrepreneurs. The Thomas 
Monahan Company, discussed the consequences of NAFTA 
and other free trade practices. 
• Pat Sullivan. entrepreneur and founder of Contact Software 
International. explained the creation, marketing and sale of 
his startup companies. 
• Brad Burgett. Corporate Information Services. Caterpillar. 
discussed current and future trends in software applications. 
• Greg Bonnell. President. Motor Transport Underwriters. was 
inducted into the EIU Chapter of Beta Gamma Sigma. the 
Business Honor Society, and provided comments to student 
inductees. 
• As part of the Grace Bair Women's Lecture Series, Deanna 
Daughhetee Vinson, CEO of American Equity Mortgage, 
Christine Keefe , CEO Metro Imaging, Christine Bierman. 
CEO COLT Safety, Becky Kueker, VP Arcturis and Carol 
Kovacik, VP Millennium Communications. discussed 
strategies for success in the business world. 
In addition ro bringing executives ro campus. the School 
also transported students to a corporate environment where 
executives could explain business strategy and operations. In the 
first Off Campus Seminar Series, about 40 students and faculty 
vrsited Caterpillar facilities in Decatur to interact with executives 
representing accounting and finance. operations. marketing, 
and human resources. The purpose of the seminar was nor a 
plant tour, bur rather to have executives reinforce and expand 
on concepts taught in business core courses. The Off Campus 
Seminar Series will be a regular activity each semester with a 
seminar held at a participating business. 
Faculty Recognitions 
Faculty Research Grams are provided by the School to full-time 
tenured/tenure-track faculty in the first or second contract 
year at EIU or to faculty who have published a peer-reviewed 
journal article during the last three years. Recipients this year of 
School funded research grants were Henry Davis, Lola Dudley, 
Sid Dudley. Dean Elmuti. Norm Garrett. Pat Graves. Harrison 
Green. Abdou IIIia, James Jordan-Wagner. William Joyce, Yunus 
Karhawala. Karen Ketler, Stephen Laribee. Stephen Larson. 
Nancy Marlow. Timothy Mils. William Minnis, Tom Moncada. 
Karen Nanrz. Cheryl Noll, Richard Palmer. Meena Srinivasan. 
Richard Whitaker. John Willems. and Charles Wootton. 
Dr. Charles Wootton was awarded the 2002 Outstanding 
Research Award which recognizes those faculty members 
who have demonstrated excellence in research evidenced by 
publications in refereed journals between January I. 2002 and 
December 31, 2002. Or. Wootton's article in The Accounting 
Historians Journal was selected by the AHJ's Editorial Board for 
an Award of Excellence and was also cited in a subsequent issue 
of the journal for its contribution. The Accounting Historians 
Journal is recognized as one which publishes the work of leading 
researchers in the accounting and business history. 
The School's Outstanding Teaching Award was presented to 
Dr. Pat Graves and Dr. Cheryl Noll . To become qualified to 
teach the Business Web Site Design and Development course. Dr. 
Graves· professional development effort this year was the most 
extensive of the sixteen years she has worked ar EIU. Last May 
she attended the Faculty Summer Institute ar the University of 
Illinois. She received a Redden Gram from the EIU Foundation 
to help fund web design software training and she enrolled in 
rwo Chancellor's Certificate programs (Web Page Design and 
Elewonic Arts and Publishing) at the University of Missouri 
in St. Louis. Six one-day courses were completed in 2002. Dr. 
Graves used this knowledge in the preparation of many new and 
updated reaching materials and a redesigned course web site. 
Other contributions included mentoring a graduate student and 
participating in a variety of outreach efforts directly related tO the 
concepts she reaches. 
As part of a graduate level course. Communication Analysis, 
Dr. Noll has encouraged collaborative learning, writing, and 
critical thinking. As a major component of rhe class, students 
conduct field research in local organizations where they uncover 
inefficiencies in processes related to communication. From the 
results of this field research. students develop recommendations 
for change within the framework of a formal report. The 
students' learning is then taken to another level when. based 
on the results of their field research. they individually write 
a teaching case and present it to the class for discussion 
and analysis. Student feedback confirmed rhar the learning 
experience was positive and provided a realistic view of rhe 
critical role that effective communication plays in the success 
of an organization. The quality of the student-developed cases 
and teaching guides was outstanding-the best examples 
were presented at a professional case writers workshop during 
summer 2003. 
Dr. Hank Davis and Dr. Nancy Marlow were recipients of the 
2002 Outstanding Service Award. which recognizes excellence 
in service to the University. College. School, discipline. and/or 
community. During the calendar year 2002 Or. Davis actively 
participated in service activities which included chairing the 
Personnel and Faculty Issues Committees, two important 
school/departmental committees. His continuing service to the 
University Council of University Planning and Budget (CUPB) 
included chairing the Council, chairing the Executive Committee. 
and serving as a member of the CUPB VPAA sub-commiHee. He 
also chaired the search commiHee for the University DirectOr of 
the Budget. and provided service as a reviewer for regional and 
national meetings in his discrpline. 
Dr. Pot Groves 
Or. Honk Dovis 
Dr. Noocy Marlow 
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Dr. Deon Emulti 
Dr. Richard Whitaker 
Dr. Cheryl Noll 
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Dr. Marlow's service to Eastern Illinois University and the 
School of Business has been continuous and superior since she 
jotned the faculty in 1985. Although service is often underrated 
and unappreciated, it is an important component of this and 
any University's success. Her service list includes Council on 
Academic Affairs Chairperson and Writing Across the Curriculum 
Comminee. She has made a significant contribution of her ume 
and talents. participating actively in the work of the committees 
and groups, and often taking a leadership role. 
Balanced Contribution awards were presented to Dr. 
Dean Elm uti and Dr. James Jordan-Wagner for signilicant 
contributions in the areas of teaching. service and research. Dr. 
Elmuti's teaching effectiveness at undergraduate and graduate 
levels has been well documented by class evaluations and his 
integration of technology in the classroom. He had five peer 
reviewed refereed journal publications during this time period. 
served on several committees and boards including Management 
Discipline Coordinator, Faculty Council. Faculty Issues 
Committee. Personnel Committee. Grade Appeal Committee. 
Faculty Advisor (International Student Association) and EIU 
Fulbright Coordinator. 
Dr. Jordan- Wagner demonstrated increased use of technology 
and extensive updating of materials for his classes. He published 
a paper. presented a paper that was awarded Best Paper. served 
as Chair of the School of Business Curriculum Committee and as 
a member of the University Personnel Committee. He advised 
a student group and served on a search committee. He was 
signilicantly involved in discussions with the EIU Foundation 
which culminated in the Foundation providing S 100,000 to be 
managed as an investment portfolio by students. 
The Holley Ethics Award recognizes and supports research in 
business ethics and/or the integration of ethics discussion in 
the curriculum. Recipients of this award for 2002 were Dr. Sid 
Dudley and Dr. Richard Whitaker. Dr. Dudley was recognized 
for his ten years as Coordinator and Chair of the Selection 
Committee for the Business Ethics and Social Responsibility 
(BESI) Awards. This award program is jointly sponsored by EIU's 
School of Business. Lake Land College. and the East Central 
Illinois Development Corporation and brings attention tO area 
business lirms and leaders for their ethical business pracuces 
and contributions to meeting the social needs of communities. 
Dr. Whitiker has incorporated the discuss1on of eth1cal decision 
models in his teaching of finance. Students are provided real 
life experiences as cases tO identify options and focus on the 
consequences of ethical vs. unethical responses. 
The 2002 Outstanding Contribution Award - Annually 
Contracted Faculty was presented to Mike Wilson. Mr. Wilson 
has excelled as a faculty member in his 20 years of service 
to the School of Business. He has taught a wide variety of 
classes, consistently received the highest evaluation rankings 
possible by students and peers, and has been known for his 
willingness to serve students and program needs. He served 
as MBA Coordinator for three years at the time the off-campus 
Parkland MBA program was initiated. He has been tireless in his 
work with student organizations. As advisor for Delta Sigma Pi 
and Beta Gamma Sigma. he has been instrumental in the EIU 
chapters of those organizations receiving nauonal acclaim 
Dr. Cheryl Noll was recognized as the Distinguished Business 
Professor for 2002. This award was begun in 1980 tO celebrate 
the long and distinguished records of faculty who excel in 
teaching, research and service. Dr. Noll's teaching excellence has 
been consistently evident. and she has been active in curriculum 
development and assessment. She has worked to enhance 
student learning through the Collaborative Writtng ProJeCt in the 
Managerial Communication course. This project has not only 
provided students experiential learning assignments. but has 
also incorporated NetMeeting. electronic First Class discussion 
groups, and other applications of technology. Dr. Noll has 
published 13 refereed journal articles, in addition tO proceedings 
and other publications and presentations. ller service to the 
School and University has been extensive. As Coordinator of 
the MBA program, Dr. Noll has provided leadership which was 
recognized by the selection of the program for the 2002 Graduate 
Leadership Award. This award is made to an outstanding 
graduate program at EIU that has achieved documented 
recognition for achievements in graduate education. 
In addition to the School awards. Dr. Williamjoyce achieved the 
2003 Illinois CPA Society Outstanding Educator Award for his 
contributions to accounting education. 
Student Recognitions 
Beta Alpha Psi. the Honorary Fraternity for Financial 
Information Professionals, achieved Superior status based on its 
record of accomplishments during the year. 
Beta Gamma Sigma, the Business Honor Society, received 
Honorable Mention recognit ion as one of the top six chapters our 
of 374 chapters in the United Stares. By winning this award, an 
EIU business student will receive a $500 scholarship from the 
national organization. 
The American Marketing Association was honored as an 
Outstanding Midwest Chapter and recognized as one of the top 
12 chapters in the United States for its record of activities, guest 
speakers and community service. Also, AMA collaborated with 
student organizations in the Schools of Family & Consumer 
Sciences and Technology to produce and sell commencement 
stoles for May graduates. The stoles were keepsakes for 
graduates of their educational experiences in the Lumpkin 
College of Business and Applied Sciences. 
The Society for Human Resource Management earned a 
Superior Merit Award from its national organization for service 
and activities performed during the year. 
Graduate Program 
The Master of Business Administration (MBA) Program 
experienced another busy year with enrollments increasing 
slightly from the previous year. As of fall, 2002, there were 165 
students in the program, 69 of which were enrolled in courses 
delivered off-campus. The off-campus program at Parkland 
College in Champaign continued to provide schedule options 
as one to three courses are offered there each semester. Of the 
71 MBA students graduating, nine were in the new accountancy 
concentration. Twenty-eight new students were admitted for the 
Spring 2003 semester, and 60 new students have been admitted 
for summer and fall 2003 with admission to continue through 
August. 
Graduate students were involved in internships and collaborative 
research projects with faculty. During the spring 2003 
Graduate Exposition Week, students gave presentations of their 
independent research projects. The MBA program continued 
to support 12 Graduate Assistant positions during the academic 
year which provide support for faculty reaching and research 
projects. Four additional graduate assistantships were funded 
by external agencies, and a Presidential Graduate Assistant was 
granted to the program through a competitive application to 
the President's Office. Five business faculty were also awarded 
Graduate Assistants for the summer to assist with research 
projects. 
Special Recognition 
Ronaldjeffris was selected as the 2002 School of Business 
Distinguished Alumnus. Mr. jeffris graduated from Eastern in 
I 959 and attained a Masters of Accounting Science in 1961 from 
the University of Illinois. He began his career in accounting at 
Arthur Andersen in Chicago as an auditor in regulated industries. 
In 1966, Ron became Accounting and Credit Manager with US! 
Farm Chemicals, and in 1968, became the Director of Technical 
Accounting for Northern Illinois Gas Company (now Nicor), the 
natural gas supplier for Northern Illinois. ln 1973, Mr. Jeffris was 
hired as the Assistant Controller of Williams Companies (Tulsa, 
OK) and spent the rest of his career with Williams attaining the 
position as Vice President - Controller (Chief Accounting Officer). 
Throughout his career and in retirement, Ron has actively 
provided community service as treasurer of a United Way 
Agency to help the deaf and hearing handicapped, and with his 
support of the Tulsa Folk Music Society. Also, Ron has supported 
the School of Business by funding a scholarship, fi rst given in 
1995, to an ElU pre-business major entering the university for 
the first time. 
Ronald Jeffris 
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faculty highlights 
July 1, 2002 through 
June 30, 2003 
Dr. William R. Allen 
Assocwte Professor. PhD. 1989. University 
of Wrsconsm-Madison 
Mr. David P. Arseneau 
Instructor. MBA. 1979, Northern Illinois 
University 
Students for Lifelong Learning. Arthur High 
School. july 2002 
School of Business External Relations 
Committee 
Dr. Michael L. Boorom 
Chair and Professor. PhD. 1994, University 
of South Florida 
Coordinating Staff for East Cemral lllinots 
Development Corporation 
Presenter. AACSB Developmem Seminar. 
Dallas. TX 
National Conference on Sales Management. 
Cmcmnau. OH 
AACSB International Conference and Annual 
Meeung. t'>ew Orleans. LA 
Dr. Waldo L. Born 
Assocwte Professor. PhD. 1984. University 
of Texas-Austm 
Chatr. School of Business External Relations 
Commmee 
The Taxonomy of Real Estate Cycles: A 
Framework and Body of Knowledge. Winner 
of Best Practitioners· Paper Award. Pending 
publication in The j ournal of Real Estate 
Portfolio Management. Naples. FL. 
American Real Estate Society 
Development of a New Regional Economics 
Model for Evaluating Economic Activity. 
Winner of Best Market Research Paper 
Award. Pending publication in The journal of 
Real Estate Research. Naples. FL. American 
Real Estate Soctety 
Charleston Chamber of Commerce 
Economtc Development Commiuee 
Dr. Edward W. Brankey 
Professor.}D. 1978. Southern Illinois 
Umversuy 
Bankruptcy 2002 Recent Legtslauve 
Developments Regardtng Bankruptcy 
Reform. Academy of Legal Studtes in 
Busmess. Las Vegas. NV. July 2002. with R. 
Dent. Esq 
EIU Student Legal Servtces Advisory Board 
lnternauonallnsolvency Committee. 
Amencan Bankruptcy Institute 
Dr. E. Wayne Chandle r 
Associate Chair and Professor. PhD. 1979. 
Arizona State University 
Dr. lngYu Chiou 
Assistant Professor. PhD. 1999. New York 
University 
Measunng the Value of Strategic Alliances in 
the Wake of a Fmanciallmplosion: Evidence 
from Japan's Financial Services Sector. APFA/ 
PACAP/FMA Fmance Conference. Tokyo. 
Japan. July 2002 
Discussant. Mtdwest Fmance Association 
Annual Meeungs. St Louts. MO. March 2003 
Assisted wuh EIU Student Investment Society 
School of Busmess Student Issues Committee 
Dr. Henry H. Davis 
Assocrate Professor. PhD. 1984. University 
of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Chatr. Search Commmee for Director of the 
Budget (EIU) 
Pat's Car Renta ls. An lnstrucuonal Mini-Case 
Connecung Concepts of Business Strategy 
and Competllive Advantage to Activity· 
Based Machine Cost Allocations. Advances 
in Managerial Accounting Conference. 
Monterey. CA. May 2003. with Palmer. R. 
Dr. Lola W. Dudley 
Professor. PhD. 1982. University of 
Arkansas 
A Begtnner's Gwde to Internet Enhanced 
Financtal Accounung. Advances m 
Accounting Educauon. 2003. Vol 3. pp 289-
303. wnh Kopel. R 
Using a Busmess Simulauon to Develop 
Students' Understandmg of Managenal 
Accounung. Proceedmgs of Amencan 
Society or Business and Behavtoral Sciences 
Meeung. Las Vegas. NV. February 2003. wtth 
Davts. H 
132 sets of criucal·thtnkmg exerctses for 
Wiley's Business Extra. Ftnancial and 
lmermedtate Accounung Secuons. 2002-
2003. http://www wiley com/college/ 
businessextra. w ith Davis. H. 
Midwest Regional American Accounting 
Association. Steering Commiuec and 
Web master 
Dr. Sid C. Dudley 
Associate Professor. PhD. 1978. University 
of Arkansas-Fayetteville 
Faculty Advtsor. Amencan Markeung 
Assoctauon. 2002-2003 OU!standmg 
Midwestern Regtonal Chapter 
School of Business 2003 Holly Ethics Award 
School of Busmess 2003 Research Support 
Grant 
Dr. Dean S. Elmuti 
Professor. PhD. 1985. Umversrty of North 
Texas 
School of Busmess 2003 Balanced 
Contnbuuon Award 
Unit Coordmator of Management 
The Perceived Impact of Supply Chain 
Management on Organizational 
Effectiveness. The journal of Supply Chain 
Managemem . Summer 2002. pp. 49-57 
The Global MBA: A Comparative Assessment 
for Its Future. Journal of European Industrial 
Training. 2002. Vol. 26. No I. pp 1-23. w ith 
Abdou. K. and Kathawala. Y 
Dr. Norman A. Garrett 
Professor. EdD. 1986. Arrzona State 
University 
Not (Faculty) and (Internet]. Journal or 
Computer Information Systems. Winter 
2002-2003. Vol 43. No. 2. pp. 83-86. wnh 
Lundgren. T 
Master Online Teacher Certificate. Un1versity 
of lllmois. August 2002 
Pracucum in Online Course Developmenl. 
University of Illinois. August 2002 
Dr. Pat R. Graves 
Professor. EdD. 1985. UniversiCy of 
Memph1s 
lllustrauon Techniques for Electronic 
Shdeshows A Thematic Approach. Selected 
Readmgs of the International Visual Literacy 
ASSOCiallon. 2003. 99- 105. with Gibbs. W 
A Framework for Managing Connict 1n Family· 
Owned Businesses, Business Education 
Forum. April 2003. Vol. 57. No.4. pp 36·39. 
w1th Janssen. A 
2002 grant recipient. john S and Margaret 
Redden Fund for the Improvement of 
Undergraduate Instruction 
Dr. Harrison Green 
ASSIStant Professor. PhD. 1993. Texas Tech 
Umverslly 
The Adopuon of Continuous Speech 
Recogn~tion Technology. 2003 Applied 
Business Research Conference. Ven~ce. Italy. 
june 9-13. 2003 
Speech Recognition Technology for the 
Med1cal Field. journal of Amencan Academy 
of Busmess. Cambridge. March 2003. Vol 2. 
t'\o. 2. pp. 299-303 
Teachmg MIS with Small Busmess Cases. 
AcademiC Exchange Quarterly. Wmter 2002. 
Vol . 6. No 2. pp. 182-186 
Rev1ewer. Prentice Hall. MIS text manuscnpt 
Ms. Vicki Hampton 
Instructor. MBA. 1998. Eastern lllmois 
Umversity 
School of Business. CIS Coordinator for 
Execut1ve-m-Residence 
Conunumg Education. VB. Net. Un~versny of 
:\hssoun. St Louis. Micro Computer Program 
Dr. Abdou lllia 
Instructor. ABO. Laval Umversity. Canada 
PhD awarded. May 30. 2003 
Electronic Commerce The Impact of Web 
Site Characteristics on the Link between 
Relationship Marketing and Customer 
Loyalty. International Conference on 
Electronic Commerce. Wuhan. China. 
October 2002. pp 19·21. with Lawson-Body. 
A and O'Keefe. T 
Impact of Electronic Commerce Customer 
Relationship Management on Competitive 
Advantage A Research Model and Issues. 
Proceedings of the International Conference 
on ElectroniC Business. Taipei. Thiwan. 
December 10-13.2002. pp. 214-2 16. with 
O'Keefe. T. and Lawson-Body. A. 
Dr. james jordan-Wagner 
Associate Professor. PhD. 1989. University 
of North Texas 
School of Business 2003 Balanced 
Contribution Award 
A Methodological Approach to Income 
Smoothing. 011. Gas. & Energy Quanerly. 
Sept 2002. Vol 51. No. I. pp I 73·188. with 
Michelson. S. and Woonon. C. 
Instituted Applied Portfolio Management. a 
new course m wh1ch students manage a 
small amount of the EIU Foundation money. 
Dr. William B. joyce 
Assistant Professor. PhD. 1997. University 
of Nebraska·Lmcoln 
Illinois CPA Soc1ety Outstanding EducatOr 
Award. Apnl 2003 
Consultant. Boemg/llamdton Sun Strand and 
North American Llghung/Toyota 
EIU Ach ievement and Contribution Award in 
Research/Creative Acuvny 
Credit Analysis and Default R1sk. American 
Society of Business and Behavioral Sciences. 
London School of Econom1cs. London. 
England. August 2002 
Dr. Alphonso D. Joyner 
Associate Professor.}D. 1971. Howard 
Umversity School of Law 
Dr. Yunus Kathawala 
Professor. PhD. 1979, University of Georgia 
Dr. Barbara E. Kemmerer 
Assocwte Professor. PhD. 1990. Umversity 
of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Rural Retailing: Understandmg the Multi· 
Channel Outshopper. Associauon of 
Colleg1ate Marketing Educators Conference. 
Advances in Marketing Proceed1ngs. 2003. 
pp. 38·4 7. with Wayland, j. and S1mpson. L. 
Personality Type and Decision-Making 
Strategies: An Exploratory Study. 2003 
Information Resources Management 
Associauon (IRMA) InternatiOnal Conference 
Proceedmgs. Philadelphia. PA. May 2003. 
wnh Nantz. K 
Faculty Advisor. Society for Human Resources 
Management 
Financial Aids/Grants Commmee Member 
(EIU) 
Dr. Karen Ketler 
Professor. PhD. 1989. Kent State University 
The Importance of Telecommunications· 
A Companson of the ViewpOints of 
Information Systems Managers m Small 
Businesses and Hospitals. Issues m 
Information Systems. 2002. Vol. Ill. pp. 660-
666. w1th Willems.J and Snn~vasan. M. 
School of Busmess 2003 Research Support 
Grant 
Ednonal Review Board. journal of 
Management Development 
Ms. Renee King 
Instructor. MBA. 1996. Eastern lllin01s 
Umversity 
Consultant. White & Associates. Market 
Researcher. Greenfield. WI 
Consultant. Paris City AdminiStrators. Market 
Researcher. Paris. IL 
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EIU Business and Technology Institute. 
Workshop Instructor 
Or. Roann Kopel 
Associate Professor. PhD. 1986. University 
of North carolina-Chapel Hill 
A Begmner's Gu•de to Internet Enhanced 
Fmanc•al Accounung. Advances in 
Accounung Education. 2003. Vol . 3. pp 289-
303. Wllh Dudley. L 
lllino•s CPA Society Srudem Outreach Task 
Force. August 2002 
The 150-Hour Requirement: What About 
Foreign Languages. Proceedings of the 
Annual Meeting of the American Academy 
of Accounting and Finance. December 2002. 
with French. S. 
Cooperative Retesting in Financial Accounting 
Courses. Proceedings of the Annual Meeting 
of the Academy of Business Disciplines. 
November 2002. with Joyce. w. 
Dr. Stephen F. Laribee 
Professor. DBA. 1974 Kent State University 
What lnnuence Does Culture Play m Choosmg 
a Career 1n Accounting A Study of Ph11ippme 
and Umted States Accountants. Proceedmgs 
of Allied Academies International 
Conference. Tun1ca. \1S. April 2003 
ldentny Theft Threat for the Philippmes. 
Accoumams· Journal. Second Quarter. 2001 
<acrual pub. date 2/2003). Vol. 51. No 2. 
w11h Hogan. S 
The R•ght to Privacy m Personal Data The EU 
Prods and U.S and Controversy Conunues. 
Tulsa Journal of Comparauve & International 
Law. On-Line. September 2002. Vol 9.2. pp. 
39 1-469, with Huie. M. and Hogan. S. 
Principles of Fraud Examination. sponsored 
by Association of Certified Fraud Examiners. 
Ausun. TX. June 2-5. 2003 
Or. Stephen J. Larson 
Assrstant Professor. PhD. 1998. Florida 
AtlantiC Umversicy 
What Dnves Stock Pnce Behav1or Following 
Extreme One-Day Returns. The Journal 
of Fmanc1al Research. Spring 2003. with 
Madura. J 
Faculty Adv•sor. EIU Fmancial Management 
ASSOCia!IOn 
Or. Terry D. Lundgren 
Professor. PhD. 1976. Oh1o State University 
Not [Faculty] and [Internet]. Journal of 
Computer lnformauon Systems. Wimer 
2002-2003. Vol 43. No 2. pp. 83-86. with 
Garrett. N 
Or. Edward K. Marlow 
Professor. PhD. 1975. University of lllinois 
Boundary Spanning Activities and a Focus 
on Constituent lnnuence. Decision Sciences 
Institute. San Diego. CA. November 2002. 
w11h M1nn1s. w 
Or. Nancy Danner Marlow 
Professor. DBA. 1986. Mississippi Stare 
Umversuy 
The Wall Street Journal Analysis: One 
Ass•gnment. Muluple Assessment. Marketing 
\1anagement Assoc1auon 2002 Educa10r's 
Conference Proceedings. \1emphis. TN. 
September 2002 
Cha1r, Council on Academic Affa•rs. 2002-
2003 !EIU) 
Rec1p1ent. EIU Technology Enhanced and 
Delivered Educat•on grant 
Mr. David McGrady 
Inscruct01: MBII. 1979. University of Texas-
Arlrngton 
Rece•ved Certified Financial Planner 
l)esignauon 
Dr. Timothy H. Mills 
Assocrate Professor. DBA. 1989. Louisiana 
Tech University 
Purchas1ng Cards Come of Age A Survey of 
State and Local Governments. Government 
Fmance Rev•ew. August 2002. pp 13-18. 
with Gupta. M . Dav•la. A and Palmer. R 
Accountmg and Governmental Effic1ency· A 
Classroom Case on the Stewardsh•p of Public 
Resources. Amencan Accounung Association 
Midwest Reg1onal Meeung. St Louis. MO. 
Apnl2003 
Faculty Adv•sor. Student Accounung Soc•ety 
and Beta Alpha Ps• 
Coles County Unned Way Board of D•rectors 
Or. William C. Minnis 
Assistant Professor. PhD. 2001. St. Louis 
University 
Post-9/11 SME Internationalization: An 
Assessment and Research Agenda. Current 
Issues in Management. Vol. 1. No. 2. June 
2002. pp. I 39-14 7 
Boundary Spannmg Acuv•ues and a Focus 
on Constituent lnnuence. Decision Sciences 
Institute. San D1ego. CA. November 2002. 
wl(h Marlow. E 
Parucipant. Coleman Foundation Jumor 
Faculty Mentonng Program. 2002 
Or. Thomas P. Moncada 
Assocrate Professor. }D. 1975. lllrno1s 
Institute of Technology. Chicago-Kent 
College of Law 
The Cla1m of R•ght Thx Doctnne and the Study 
of Vanous Undergraduate Thx Concepts 
Journal of Accounung and Fmance Research. 
Fall 2002. Vol tO. No 4. pp 88-92. wl(h 
Moncada. S 
Internal Revenue Code Sect•on 367 and 
Its Implications. Amencan Academy of 
Accounung and Finance Annual Meeting. 
New Orleans. LA. Dec. 5-7, 2002 
School of Business 2003 Research Support 
Grant 
Or. Matthew Monippallil 
Professor.}D. 1984. Southern lllinois 
University Law School 
D•rector of Accountancy Program 
Led successful mumuve to ach1eve accounung 
accreduauon from AACSB lnternauonal 
Dr. Karen S. Nantz 
Professor. PhD. I 989. Bngham Young 
Umverslly 
Student Attitudes Toward Internet Courses: 
A Long1tudmal Study. journal of Computer 
Information Systems. Spring 2003. with 
Lundgren. T 
Personality Type and the Use of Information 
m Decision Makmg An Exploratory Study. 
2003 lnformauon Resources Management 
Association InternatiOnal Conference. 
Philadelphia. PA. May 2003 
Associate Editor. journal of Information 
Technology Education 
Ms. Nanci D. Newstrom 
Instructor. MBA. I 984. University of South 
Dakota 
Dr. Cheryl L. Noll 
Professor. Coordmator of Graduate Busmess 
Stud1es. PhD. 1990. Ohio State Umversuy 
Student Developed Cases-Takmg Learning 
to the Next Level. M1dwest Business 
Admmistrauon Associauon Annual 
Conference Proceedmgs. Soc1ety for Case 
Research. Chicago. IL. \1arch 2003 
School of Busmess 2003 D1stmgu1shed 
Professor Award 
School of Bus mess 2003 Teachmg Award 
Dr. Richard Palmer 
Professor. Lumpkin Distinguished Professor. 
DBA. 1990. Southern lllinois University 
Movmg Procurement Systems to the Internet: 
The Adoption and Use orE-Procurement 
Technology Platforms. European 
Managementjournal. February 2003. pp II· 
23. with Davila. A. and Gupta. M Th1s paper 
was d1scussed m the CBS News Market Watch 
report enmled. Stanford Business School 
Research Shows Growth for Busmess-to· 
Business Online Buymg. December 19. 2002 
Purchasing Cards Come of Age A Survey of 
State and Local Governments. Government 
Finance Rev1ew. August 2002. pp I 3-18. 
with Gupta. M . Davila. A . and Mills. T 
Wells Fargo Business-to-Busmess ElectroniC 
Commerce. Cases m Strategic Systems 
Auditing. T. Bell and I Solomon. Eduors. 
KPGMIUniversity of lllino1s Busmess Case 
Development and Research Program. 2002 
EIU Conference coordinator. "Grow1ng Your 
Business: Strategies and Techn1ques to lfelp 
Small and Mid-Sized Busmesses m Central 
Illinois Reach Their Poten!lal. October 2002 
Dr. jyoti N. Prasad 
Professor. PhD. 1987. University of 
Arkansas 
Mr. Scott C. Preston 
Instructor. MBA. 1986. Eastern Jllino1s 
University 
National Conference on Sales Management. 
Cincinnau. OH 
Ms. Darlene J. Riedemann 
Instructor. MBA. 1993. Loyola Umverslly 
Board of Directors. Soup Stop. Charleston. IL 
Dr. Christie L. Roszkowski 
Associate Professor.}D. 1978. Umverslly of 
Illinois 
Sabbatical. 2002-2003 
Visiting professor. Maastncht Center for 
Transatlantic Stud1es m Maastncht. the 
Netherlands 
Research on expanding the coverage of 
employment law course and developing 
a course on ethical and legal aspects of 
marketing 
Developed instructional matenals for 
volunteers for Habitat for llumanuy of 
Champaign and Piatt Counues 
Dr. Jeffrey Snell 
Assistant Professor. DBA, 2000. Louiswna 
Tech University 
Co-Advisor. EIU Society for Human Resource 
Management: received Supenor Mern award 
Initiated program to prepare students to take 
Professional Human Resource Management 
Certification test 
Research in employee motivation and human 
resources 
Dr. Meena Srinivasan 
Assistant Professor. PhD. 1994. George 
Mason University 
Dr. jane P. Wayland 
Professor. PhD. 1989. University of North 
Texas 
2002 MER Best Article Award honoring 
authors that made an important contribution 
to marketing education in the last five years 
for Should You Become Involved m D1stance 
Education?. Marketing Educa!lon Review. 
Spring 1997.Vol. 7.1. pp. 81·88. w1th Owens 
Swift. C. and Wilson. j. 
Sabbatical. Fall 2002. Research proJeCt on 
Women in Philanthropy 
Rural Retailing: Understanding the Multi· 
Channel Outshopper. Association of 
Collegiate Marketing Educators. 2003 
Conference Proceedings. pp. 38-47. wuh 
Kemmerer. B. and Simpson. L. 
Dr. Richard Whitaker 
Assistant Professor. PhD. 1995. University 
of Houston 
Agency Costs and State lotteries: Hidden 
Costs to No-Participants. American journal of 
Economics and Sociology. forthcoming 
Life Objectives of Students and Performance 
in the Introductory Finance Course. journal 
of Financial and Economic Practice. 
forthcoming 
School of Business 2003 Holly Ethics Award 
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Or. john R. Willems 
Assocwce Professor. PhD. I 994. Indiana 
Universuy 
Promouon to Associate Professor. August 
2002 
The Importance of Telecommunications. 
A Comparison or the Viewpoints of 
lnformauon Systems Managers in Small 
Busmesses and Hospitals. Issues m 
Jnrormauon Systems. 2002. Vol. Ill. pp 660-
666. with Ketler. K. and Srinivasan. M 
School or Business 2003 Research Support 
Grant 
Unit CoordinatOr of Quantitative Analysis and 
Business Law 
Mr. Michael 0. Wilson 
Instructor. MBA. 1982. Eastern Illinois 
Umversuy 
School or Busmess. 2003 Outstandmg 
Contnbution Award. Annually Contracted 
Faculty 
Who's Who Among America's Teachers 2002 
Faculty Adv1sor. Secretary/Treasurer. Beta 
Gamma Sigma 
r=aculty Adv1sor. Delta S1gma P1 
Dr. Charles W. Wootton 
Professor. DBA. 1982. Mississippi State 
University 
A Methodological Approach to Income 
Smoothing. Oil. Gas. & Energy Quarterly. 
Sept 2002. Vol 51. No I. pp I 73-188. with 
jordan-wagner. J and Michelson. S 
A Century of Mergers and AcqUISitions by 
MaJor US Accounung F~rms. 9th World 
Congress or Accounung Histonans. 
Melbourne. Australia. August 2002 
Co-Advisor. Swdent Accounung Soc1ety 
Mr. Douglas A. Zuhone 
Instructor. MBA. 1987. Eastern lllmois 
University 
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general highlights 
Dr. S. Jayne Ozier, Acting Chair. led the School of Famrly & 
Consumer Sciences through the year. After five years at EIU as 
Chair of the School, Dr. Loretta Prater. accepted the posrtion of 
Dean of the College of Health and Human Services at Southeast 
Missouri University. 
The American Association of Family and Consumer Sciences 
reaccredited the School for another ten-year period. This 
accreditation assures students they are provided the quality of 
education that prepares them to forge our global community 
with the tools to enrich the lives of individuals and fam ilies. The 
American Dietetic Association reaccredited the undergraduate 
and graduate dietetics programs. The Child Development 
Laboratory's accreditation by the National Academy of Early 
Childhood Programs, a Division of the National Association for 
the Education of Young Children. was also extended. 
Of approximately 10,500 students at EIU. about 600 chose 
Family & Consumer Sciences as their major. The FCS faculty 
and staff continue to develop empowered leaders to enter the 
FCS profession and improve our global society. To address 
changing needs of students and society, a new core of courses 
for all FCS undergraduate majors was implemented complete 
with new assessment tools and techniques. All FCS classrooms 
were equipped with multi-media technology units to enhance 
instruction. 
In October, the FCS Advisory Council reviewed the internship 
program and provided valuable information to help the School 
prepare students and guide and direct them in the best possible 
internship opportunities. The Council addressed "Marketing the 
School" in April , again giving insight and creative thoughts and 
direction w the School. 
The School completed successful national searches for the Chair 
and new faculty. Dr. James Painter will take the helm as Chair of 
the School in August, 1003. and three new tenure-track faculty 
were hired for AY04. 
Faculty Recognitions 
Several faculty members received 
recognition for their professional 
contributions. Ms. Lisa Brooks received 
a Club Foundation Faculty Internship 
from the Club Managers Association of 
America. Dr. Linda Simpson earned 
certification as a Certified Online 
Instructor by the Learning Assessment 
Certificate Program. Dr. James Slavik 
received the Illinois Council on Family 
Relations Distinguished Member Award. 
and Dr. Jayne Ozier received Woman 
of Achievement Awards from both the 
Charleston Business and Professional 
Women and the EIU Women's Studies 
Program. 
Grant awards were issued to several 
faculty and staff. Instructional Technology 
Enhancement Grants were awarded to 
Professor Jean Dilworth and Michelle 
Morgan. Redden Fund Grants for 
instructional materials were awarded to 
Dr. Melanie Burns and Dilworth. Dr. Pat 
Mccallister was the recipient of grants 
for international travel. Earnings from 
the School's Winkleblack Fund were 
awarded to support scholarly activities for 
Drs. Lucy Gampanis, Pat McCallister, 
Kathleen O'Rourke, Linda Simpson, and 
Jeanne Snyder. 
Student Recognitions 
Family and consumer sciences students 
distinguish themselves academically and 
professionally in a number of ways each 
year. Several are recognized annually 
Ms. liso Brooks 
Dr. linda Simpson 
Dr. James Slavik 
with scholarships and awards which are listed elsewhere in 
this publication The EIU Student Association of Family and 
Consumer Sciences chapter continues to be the largest student 
chapter membership m the nation The School's hospitality 
organization was granted charter membership in the Club 
Managers Association of Amenca at the National Conference in 
Miami, Florida Katie Noland, hospitality management student. 
was the recipient of the Visit Illinois Scholarship. 
Graduate Programs 
The MS in Family & Consumer Sciences graduated 32 students, 
bringing the total number of graduate degree alumni to 681 
since the program's inception in 1967 The academic programs 
and activit ies of the School are supported by several graduate 
assistantships. One Graduate Assistant is assigned primarily 
to the Student Association of Family & Consumer Sciences to 
promote the pre-professional experiences of our undergraduates. 
The collaborative work of Professor jean Dilworth with faculty 
in the School of Technology has led to the development of 
CAD (Computer Aided Drafting> applications. primarily related 
to the design of commercial floor space and apparel design. 
A Graduate Assistant is now available to support those FCS 
applications m the CAD laboratory. Dr. Linda Simpson received 
a Summer 2002 Graduate Research Assistant. Katie Hyla. who 
helped advance her research projects. 
The MA in Gerontology (MAG) program sponsored several events 
during the academic year. A special effort was made to invite 
all Gerontology program alumni to Homecoming 2003, and the 
event received support from Pfizer Pharmaceuticals. A spring 
workshop provided information on a variety of current topics 
to students, alumni, and working professionals in the area. Dr. 
j eanne Snyder. MAG Program Coordinator. was the keynote 
speaker for the Midwest Geriatric Symposium. with the topic 
"Exploring the Societal Implications of Aging and Disease." 
faculty highlights 
July 1, 2002 through 
June 30, 2003 
Patricia Bateman 
Professor. EdD. 1975. Pennsylvama State 
University 
Remed December 2002 
Martha S. Brown 
Associate Dean. Associate Professor. PhD. 
1979. Florida State University 
Registered/Licensed Dietit ian 
Chair. EIU Honors Council 
Textbook reviewer. McGraw lltll 
Research abstract revtewer. Illinois Association 
of Family & Consumer Sctences Fall 2002 
Conference 
Tamatha " Lisa" Brooks 
Instructor. MS. 1997. Eastern lllmois 
University 
Melanie T. Burns 
Assistant Professor. D1etet1c Internship 
Coordmator. Dietetics/Hospitality 
Management Program Area Coordinator. 
PhD. 1999. University of llllmois-Urbana 
Online study gutde to accompany Foundations 
and Cltntcal Applicauons of Nutrition A 
Nursing Approach. Jrd ed 
Study guide to accompany Nutnuon Science 
and Applicauons. 4th ed 
Committee on the Assessment of Student 
Learning (EIU) 
Review of student research abstracts for the 
Society for Nutrttion Education 
Lucy Campanis 
Associate Professor. PhD. 1986. 
Pennsylvania State University 
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Chatr. Family and Consumer Sciences 
Educators Council of Illinois 
Framework Revtew Commiuee for Illinois 
Famtly and Consumer SCiences Teacher 
Ceruncauon Standards 
Jean K. Dilworth 
Professor. Consumer Affairs/ 
Merchandising/Teacher Cercijicacion 
Program Area Coordinator. MFA, 1985. 
Western JJ/inois University 
Faculty Senate (EIUl 
Co-leader. LCBAS Commemorative Stole 
PrOJeCt, March. 2003 
Reviewer. research proposal presentations and 
related Proceedings for International Textile 
and Apparel Association Annual Conference. 
June 2003 
Presented research: "21st Century Business 
Savvy with Visuals" 10 Illinois Association 
of Family & Consumer Sciences 2002 
Annual Conference. University of IllinOIS. 
Champaign/Urbana. IL 
Perpetua Erma Fernando 
Assistant Professor. Ph.D .. 1995. 
Umversny of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Eastern Illinois Otetetic Association. 
Nommaung Commtttee 
Advtsor. Charleston Area Food Pantry 
Coles County Health Child Task Force 
Presentation "Acceptability of Reduced-fat 
Chocolate Chip Cooktes Prepared with Navy 
Beans. American Dietetic Association Annual 
Conference. Philadelphia. PA. November 
2002 
Karen Hart 
Instructor. MS. 1990. Eastern lllinois 
University 
Jennifer Hokinson 
Instructor. MS. 2002. Eastern lllinois 
University 
Mary Lou Hubbard 
Professor. Expenent1al Learning 
Coordmator. PhD. I 979. Southern Illinois 
Un1vers1ty-Carbondale 
lnstnuuonal Review Board (EIU) 
Workforce Opponumues Resource 
Consoruum 
Ill mots Assoe~auon of Family and Consumer 
Sctences State Conference. Fall 2002 
"Bemg Professtonally Prepared ... Presentation 
to Oelta Zeta Soromy. Fall 2002 
Pat McCallister 
ProfessOI: EdD. 1990. University of 
Georgia 
Presented "The Critical Incident Method for 
Studying International Consumer Issues" 
at the Nmeteenth International Conference 
on Case Method Research and Application. 
The Federal Universtty for Publish 
Admmtstrauon. Mannhetm. Germany. July 
1·4. 2002 Paper also included m Selected 
Papers publication 
The Soap and Detergent Associauon Advisory 
Panel. Ne\\ York 
Prestdent, Assoctauon of Home Equtpment 
Educators 
Michelle Meadows 
Instructor. PhD. Indiana State University. 
2002 
Presented "Whne Teachers. Whne Children. 
Whne Schools. Muluculturahsm in 
Geographtcally Homogeneous Communities" 
at the Amcncan Educatton Research 
Assoctauon Annual Meeting. Chicago. 
Illinois. April 2003 
Presented "Using l)ramatic Play 10 
Introduce Dtversity 10 Predominately White 
Classrooms" 
at the Midwest Associauon for the Education 
of Young Children Annual Conference. 
Peoria. lllinots. April 2003 
Presented "Whtte Professionals. White 
Chtldrcn. Whtte Commumties· The Role 
of Muluculturalism 1n Geographtcally 
Homogeneous Envtronments" at the 
Nauonal Assoctauon for the Educatton of 
Young Chtldren Annual Conference. New 
York Ctty. November. 2002 
Presented "Whne Teacher. Whne Children. 
White SChools. Muhtculturalism 1n 
Geographtcally Homogeneous Communnies: 
and "Yes. I Know How to Implement 
Mulucuhural Education 1n the Classroomt" 
at the Nauonal AssociatiOn of Mulucultural 
Education lnternat tonal Conference. 
Washmg. D.C . October. 2002 
Frances Murphy 
Associate Professor. MS in Family and 
Consumer Sciences Acting Graduate 
Coordinator. PhD. 1989. Texas Women ·s 
State University 
lnterna!lonal Programs Advisory Council (EIUl 
EIU representauve to the lllinots Starr 
and Curnculum Developers Association 
Liatson between the School of Family and 
Consumer Sctences and Child and Youth 
SCrvtces of the U S Army tn Europe working 
wnh recrunment of newly graduation 
professtonals to be employed m Child 
Development Center and SChool Age 
Servtces m Europe servmg U.S mtlitary 
famtlies 
Kathleen A. O'Rourke 
Assistant Professor. PhD. 1999. University 
of Tennessee-Knoxville 
School of Family and Consumer Sciences 
Cht ld Development Laboratory. Acting 
Coordtnator 
Adviser. Kappa Omicron Nu l lonor Society 
President-Elect/Program Chair. Illinois Council 
on Family Relations 
Secretaryffreasurcr. National Council on 
Family Relauons Famtly and Health Section 
S. jayne Ozier 
Actmg Chair. Family and Consumer 
Sciences. PhD. 1979. Florida State 
University 
Director of Ch1ld Care Resource and Referral 
funded by the IllinOIS Department of Human 
services 
Manuscript reviewed for Prentlce·Hall · 
Developmentally Appropnate Superv1sor 
Woman of Achievement Award. EIU Women·s 
Stud1es Program 
Woman of Achievement Award. Charles10n 
Women·s Business and Professionals 
Susan Rippy 
Instructor. MS. 1993. Eastern 11/inois 
Un iversity 
Linda Simpson 
Associate Professor. PhD. 1994. 
University of 11/inois-Urbana 
Certified Online Instructor designation 
completed 
CAEL Prior Leaning Assessment Certllicate 
Program completed 
Five abstract publications and professional 
presentations at national and mternatlonal 
conferences 
Three competitive grants rece1ved 
Dr. jim Slavik 
Associate Professor. Family Serv1ces 
Program Area Coordrnator. PhD. 1980. 
Florida Slate Universuy 
Distinguished Member Award. 2003 Illinois 
Council on Family Relat1ons 
Graduate Faculty Mentor nommee. 2003 
Certified Fami ly Life Educator. National 
Council on Family Relations 
jeanne Snyder 
Assistant Professor. MA in Gerontology 
Program Coordinator. llonors Coordinator. 
PhD. 1992. University of 11/inois-Urbana 
Outstanding Achievement and Contribution 
Award for Teaching 
President. Illinois Assoc1at1on of Fam1ly and 
Consumer Sciences 
Keynote speaker for the Midwestern Genatric 
Symposium 
Carolyn Woolever 
Instructor. MS. 1994. Eastern 11/rnOIS 
University 
Editor. FCS Alumm Newsleuer 
Elderhostel Coordma10r (EIU) 
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The 2002-2003 academic year marked the 1 OOth anniversary of the 
Eastern Illinois University School of Technology. Over the last 100 years 
the School of Technology has offered students programs from 
manual training to computer technology. Many celebration 
l n? events took place throughout the year including a centennial 
1 
1 902 2002 
• 
dinner. which focused on Caroline A. Forbes. the first 
teacher/chair of technology at EIU from 1902 to 1913. 
Other events included a golf outing at the Meadowview 
Golf Course in Manoon. a pre-game tailgate party behind 
O'Brien Stadium preceding the EIU football team's home 
opener. tour of laboratories. and a year long symposium. 
The anniversary symposium. entitled "Technology and 
Us." celebrated the School's centennial during the fall 
and spring semesters. Programming for the symposium 
showcased how technology has affected people's lives Caroline A. Forbes 
Choir: Mechonicol Training 
EIU, 1902-1913 
in practical ways. Topics included represented fields of 
civil/construction engineering. geology. sociology. physics. 
journalism. history. military science. physical education. family 
and consumer sciences. education. biology. and English. 
Congressman joseph K. Knollenberg served as a Chair or the Honorary 
Alumni Centennial Comminee. Other committee members included: 
Mr. W. Donald Cavins, Mrs. M. Marge Lanman, Dr. C. Nelson Grote, 
Mr. Howard Nelms, Mr. Howard Eads, Dr. Theodore V. Rohr, Dr. janet 
'Ireichel, Mr. A llen R. Pr ice, Mr. Martin ]. Coleman, Dr. Louis C. Butler, 
Mr. Michael R. Keller, Mrs. Brenda L. Akins, Mr. H. Matthew Kemp, Mr. 
George A. Boykin, and Mrs. Kathy E. Rhodes. 
The graduate program in the School of Technology was selected 
to receive the EIU 2003 Graduate Education Leadershtp Award in 
recognition of significant achievements in graduate education. Areas 
of exemplary leadership cited included graduate certificate programs. 
contributions to the master's thesis programs. and contributions to 
externally funded assistantship programs that have impacted graduate 
education at the program. College, and University levels. 
During Spring 2003 each undergraduate and graduate program in 
the School of Technology held a one-day retreat to discuss curriculum 
changes and vision for the future. Study groups have been formed to 
follow up on these recommendations during the next academic year. 
general highlights 
Faculty Recognitions 
• Dr. Wafeek Wahby received the 
School of Technology's Chair 
Outstanding Service Award for 
exemplary contributions to 
the School, University. and the 
profession. 
• Drs. Tom Boldrey, Peter Ping 
Liu, and Deborah Woodley were 
nominated for the 2003 Outstanding 
Graduate Faculty Mentor Award by 
graduate students in the School of 
Technology. 
• Dr. Roger Luft received the national 
FBLA-PBL Outstanding Local Chapter 
Advisor Award at the Nalional 
Leadership Conference in Nashville, 
IN. 
Student Recognitions 
Undergraduate and graduate students in 
the School of Technology distinguished 
themselves and their School in a variety 
or academic and professional activities 
this year. Notable examples include the 
following: 
• Daniel Bengtsson. Industrial 
Technology major. won first place in 
the IT/IQ Contest at the 2003 NAIT 
Convention held at Panama City 
Or. Roger luft 
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Beach, FL. Seventy-eight students nationwide took part in 
that event. 
• A team of EIU Industrial Technology students. led by 
Matt Klarich, took third place at the first Mobile Robotic 
Manipulator Contest at the 2003 NAIT Convention. 
• Ryan Kusterman completed the first Industrial Technology 
Undergraduate Honors Thesis. In addition. he received the 
American Society for Quality's John Henry Award of $500. 
• Career and Technical Education (CTE) students continue to 
pass the Illinois teacher certification examinations at a rate 
that is higher than the state average. One hundred percent 
of business education and family and consumer science 
education scudems passed the exams duri ng the past year. 
• A new Technology Education Collegiate Association chapter 
was established during the spring semester of 2003. As an 
undergraduate student organization. TECA is dedicated 10 
promoting professionalism among future teachers in the 
field. 
• Eastern technology education students. middle. and high 
school students participated in Technology Day in the Grand 
Ballroom of the EIU Manin Luther King. Jr. University Unron. 
There were two classes of students at Technology Day. 
students preparing to reach and visiting students. Students 
preparing to teach witnessed how active Technology Student 
Association groups can compete against other schools. 
• Four CTE Family and Consumer Sciences Education students 
served as event judges at the state meeting of Family. 
Careers. and Community Leaders of America (FCCLA). a 
secondary FCS student organization. 
• Thirteen Phi Beta Lambda students attended the State 
Leadership Conference in Collinsville. Illinois. Students 
competed in events such as desktOp publishing. 
management. marketing. future business teacher. and 
others. Ten of the 13 students attending the SLC placed in 
the wp three of the events in which they competed. Eight 
of the students qualified to attend the National Leadership 
Conference in Dallas. Texas. by placing either first or second 
in their events. 
Graduate Program 
Graduate programs in the School of Technology have seen an 
at least 100% growth over the last two years. These programs 
prepare students to become successful leaders in 10day's 
technological and global environment. The programs are 
designed w provide students with opportunities for developing 
advanced professional. technical. and personal competencies in 
the discipline. The M.S. in Technology offers four focused areas: 
Technology Management. Training and Development. Career and 
Technical Education. and Computer Technology. 
Besides the traditional M.S. degree program. the School of 
Technology offers three fast-track certificate programs to meet 
focused needs of students and working professionals. These 
programs are Quality Systems. Work Performance Improvement. 
and Computer Technology. 
Special Recognitions 
• Dr. c. Nelson Grote, class of '50 rece1ved the 2002 School of 
Technology Distinguished Alumnus Award. The award was 
presented for the first time during the school's centennial 
celebration dinner September 2002. 
Grote received his undergraduate degree from EIU in 
technology education. his graduate degree from University 
of Missouri-Columbia and his docwrare from University 
of Illinois. He served as president of Schoolcraft College. 
Livonia. Ml; chancellor of the Community Colleges of 
Spokane. WA. and most recently. as president of Morehead 
Stare University. Morehead. KH, from 1987-1992. 
• caroljo Fritts . president of bmh the First National Bank 
of Toledo and First Neighborhood Bancshares. Inc. was 
honored as the School of Technology's 2003 Distinguished 
Alumnus during the annual spring scholarship and awards 
ceremony. 
Fritts, a '94 recipient of a B.S. degree in Career and 
Organizational Studies. distinguished herself as a student 
who worked full time while pursuing a university degree. 
• john R. Elder was awarded the Outstanding Industrial 
Technologist Award by the Industry Division of the National 
Association of Industrial Technology at the 2002 convention. 
This award was established by NAIT in 1 997 to recognize 
individuals who distinguish themselves by exemplary 
leadership and application of industrial technology practices. 
Elder received his B S. in Industrial Technology from 
EIU in 1991 and the M S in Technology in 1995. He 
joined Mattoon Precision Manufacturing Inc .. a Nukabe 
company, as a Manufacturing Engineer in 1992. He rapidly 
progressed in the Nukabe structure, being appointed General 
Manager in 1997 and becoming responsible for budgetary 
establishment and performance. He was promoted to 
Vice President in the year 2000. Shortly thereafter he 
assumed the additional duties of V.P. Manufacturing at HN 
Automotive. exercising the overall strategic planning and 
direction of the production resources of both entities. 
John R. Elder 
faculty highlights 
July 1, 2002 through 
June 30, 2003 
Philip Age 
Assistant Professor. Graphic 
Communication Laboracory Coordinator. 
EdD. 1999, Jllinois State Universicy 
Presented "SnagiT: Digital Screen Capture. 
CAMTASIA: The Power of Desktop 
Recording ... Connecuons Conference. April 
I 6 and June 11 . 2003 
Co-leader. LCBAS Commemorative Stole 
Project. March 2003 
Commiuee Team Leader. PnntED 
Reaccredidation Franc1s Tuule Technology 
Center m Oklahoma C1ty. May 13. 2003 
and Moore-:-lorman Technology Center 1n 
Norman. Oklahoma. May 14. 2003 
Boy ScoUls of Amenca Mern Badge Graph1c 
Commumcauon ceruficauon and workshop 
for "Redhawk D1strict" Coles County Boys 
Scouts. April 19. 2003 
Tom Boldrey 
Professor. Ed D. 1981. Umversuy of 
Northern Colorado 
The Essence of D1fference. Organ1zauonal 
Character and Culture. Annual Leadersh1p 
Retreat. Sarah Bush L~ncoln Health System. 
MOntiCello. IllinOIS 
Whole Bra1n Learnmg for Optimal Employee 
Development. Central Illinois Human 
Resource Group. CiHRG Chapter of SllRM. 
Urbana. Illinois 
Living the Values: Values Alignment PrOJeCt. 
with Dr. Peter Pmg Liu. Sarah Bush Lmcoln 
Health System. Manoon. llhno1s 
The SBLHS Academy 1 eleven modules 40 
contact hours. des1gned and conducted w1th 
Dr Joyce Felstehausen. Sarah Bush Lmcoln 
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heallh System. Manoon. Illinois 
The Meaning of Mental Diversity for Training 
and Performance Improvement workshop. 
Carle Foundauon Hospital and Carle Clinic 
Associauon. Urbana. Illinois 
Louis Butler 
Professor. PhD. 1990. Southern lllinois 
Umversity- Carbondale 
ProJeCt Director. grant funded by the Illinois 
State Board of Education. to maintain 
communiCation with representatives of 
all State Universities. to provide faculty 
development activities. and to develop 
school to career cooperatives. ($75.000) 
Included Student Teacher Enhancement 
and Secondary Teacher Educators Program 
for job shadowing modeled after the VIP 
program for Secondary Teachers. 
Presentation: .. Developing an E-Personal 
Career Portfolio ... National Association of 
Industrial Technology. Panama City Beach. 
FL. November 2002. with P.Age. J. Ejiwale. 
and S Gucc1one 
Sponsored Graduate Presentation and Poster 
Session. "A Web Comem Management and 
Personalizauon Model Using One-to-One 
Strategy for Higher Educational Institutions." 
Yee Pong Ng. Nauonal Association of 
Industrial Technology. Panama City. Beach 
FL. November 2002 
james Ejiwale 
Assistant Professor. PhD. 1997. Ohio 
State University 
joyce Felstehausen 
Professor. EdD. 1982. University of 
lllinois-Urbana 
Retired December 2002 
Lillian R. Greathouse 
Associate Professor. PhD. 1981. Southern 
lllinois University-Carbondale 
Retired December 2002 
Samuel A. Guccione 
Assistant Professor. Robotics Laboratory 
Coordmator. EdD. 1992. Temple 
University-Philadelphia 
Agmg and Ass1suve Technology. 9th Annual 
Mulli·DISCiplinary CertifiCate Program in 
Genatncs for Non-Physicians 
Proceedmgs. "Satellites and Education: An 
overv1ew of how satellues can be used in 
the classroom ... Illinois Sc1ence Teachers 
Assoc1auon Conference. Illino1s Education &. 
Technology Conference. Illinois Technology 
Conference for Educators. Technology 
Educauon Association of Illinois and Illinois 
Technology Educauon Conference. 
Nominated to "Who's Who Among America's 
Teachers 2002" 
Honors Coordinator of School of Technology. 
First Honors student graduated Spring 2003 
Larry Helsel 
Professor. Materials Testing/Metrology! 
Polymers Laboratory Coordinator. ED. 
1979. Pennsylvania State University 
Profess1onal Advancement Increase. Fall 2002 
Presentation "Problems/Opportumues of 
Delivenng an On-line General Educauon 
Course Usmg Mull1ple Internet Tools.· Center 
for Academ1c Technology Support. Eastern 
IllinOIS Un1vers1ty. 0c1ober 2002. 
Gram rec1p1em. Redden Fund for the 
Improvement or Undergraduate lnstrUCiiOn. 
"Data AcquiSiliOn of Materials Properties for 
E-Manufactunng ... 
Council on Academ1c Affairs (EIU) 
Academ1c Technology Adv1sory Committee 
(EIU) 
Mayhar Jzadi 
Chair & Professor. PhD. 1990. Southern 
lllinois University- Carbondale 
Certified Manufacturing Engineer (CMfgE) 
Presentation. "Educational Leadership 
and Admm1strauon Issues 1n Industrial 
Technology Programs." 35thNAIT 
Conference. Panama City. FL. 
Execuuve Board. Nauonal Assoc1auon of 
lndusmal Technology 
Who's Whom lndustnal Techmcal Teacher 
Educa1ion. National Associauon of Industrial 
and Techn1cal Teacher Educauon. 2002 
Peter Ping Liu 
Professor. Graduate Coordmator. PhD. 
1991. Iowa State University 
Living the Values Values Alignment PrOJeCt. 
wuh T. Boldrey. Sarah Bush Lmcoln Health 
System. Mattoon. IllinOIS 
Elec1ronic Tool for Living-the-Value Survey. 
Sarah Bush Lincoln Health System. Mattoon. 
Illinois 
Roger L. Luft 
Professor. Career and Technical Education 
Coordinator. EdD. 1977. Oregon State 
University 
Economics and Personal Finance. Chapter 
13 in 2003 Na1ional Business Educauon 
Association Yearbook. published by the 
National Business Educauon Assoc1auon. 
Reston. VA 
"Publishmg m the Della P1 Eps1lon journal : · 
Proceed1ngs of 1he Research Conference of 
Della P1 Epsilon. Cleveland. OH. "lovember 
2002 
Local Chap1er Adv1sor of the Year Award. 
National FBLA-PBL. july 2002 
Editor. The Delta P1 Epsilon journal 
john Messer 
Professor. Automation and Control 
Laboratory Coordinator. EdD. 1977. 
University of Northern Colorado 
Continued collaboration with Becker 
Precision. Inc (Elk Grove Village. ll) on their 
EFP (Environmentally Friendly Positioner) 
for natural gas valve control 
Collaborated with Keener Built. a small local 
industry on Implementing a WEB sue. 
LCBAS Faculty Marshall. EIU Sprmg 2003 
Commencement 
Ronald I. Sutliff 
Professor. Engineering Graphics 
Laboratory Coordinator. PhD. 1984. 
Purdue University 
Computer-Aided Engineering Drawing. INT 
2043. new course approved for IT core. EIU 
Un1vers1ty Sancuons and Termination 
Commmee (EIU) 
Rece1ved S 12.000 EIU ATAC grant to enhance 
Engmeermg Graphics Lab 
Faculty Adv1sor. Kiwanis Circle K 
Mori Toosi 
Professor. Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing Laboratory Coordinator. 
Internship Coordinator. PhD. 1990. 
Southern lllinois University-Carbondale 
Certified Manufacturing Engineer (CMfgEl 
The Enabling Techn1ques and New Strategy 
for Product Information Sharing in VIrtual 
Enterprise. Proceedings. Adelaide. Australia. 
February 2002 
Developmg ApplicatiOn Service Prov1ders 
Technology Curnculum for CAD/CAM 
Training Programs. Panama City. Florida. 
Proceedings from the 35th Annual NAIT. 
November 2002 
Faculty Advisor. Society of Manufactunng 
Engmeers Student Chapter S-151 (EIU) 
Wafeek Wahby 
Associate Professor. Construction 
Laboratory Coordinator. Industrial 
Technology Coordinacor. PhD. 1988. 
University of Alexandria, Egypt 
Award of Tenure 
Chair's Outstanding Service Award. EIU 
School of Technology 
ReceiVed two EIU TEDE 2003 grants for 
Faculty Development and On-line Course 
Development . 
Over 20 refereed professional papers 
published/presented at local. reg1onat. 
national and 1nternat1onal conferences 
held in North Amenca. South America. and 
Europe. 
Chair. School of Technology Centennial 
Celebration Committee: developed the 
Centennial Symposium "Technology and Us" 
with 20 speakers at sessions spanning the 
centennial year 2002/2003 
Tom Waskom 
Professor. Product ron Laboratory 
Coordinator. PhD. 1981. Texas A & M 
University 
Certified Senior Industrial Technologist <CSIT) 
Consultant. Caterpi llar. Implementation of 6th 
Signam Quali ty Programs. Decatur. IL 
Co-Principal InvestigatOr. Alternative Fuel and 
Composite Research ProJeCI. Boemg. St 
loUIS, MO 
Robert C. Wiseman 
Professor. EdD. 1966. Indiana University 
Deborah A. Woodley 
Professor. Career & Organizational 
Studies Coordinator. PhD. 1994. 
Universlly of lllinois-Urbana 
2003 Outstanding Graduate Faculty Mentor 
Nommee 
Editor. Prem1er Boys State yearbook 
Professional Advancement Increase awarded 
ln111ated recru1tmenr effort for new Career 
and Organizational Studies students m 
Champaign and Danville. IL 
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In August 2002. the Eastern Illinois University Military Science 
Department - Panther Banalion began the school year with a 
unique Activation Ceremony that honored new banalion cadre 
member. Major David john, for his service in Afghanistan during 
Operation Anaconda. This former Special Forces Signal offlcer 
was presented with the Bronze Star medal, by both Un iversity 
President, Louis Henken and the Assistant Adjutant General of 
Illinois, Brigadier General Charles E. Fleming. This ceremony 
not only honored Major john for his actions. but also served 
as the "activation" of the 2002-03 school year for the Panther 
Battalion. 
The annual fall Field Training Exercise (FTX) was a weekend 
trip held at the Illinois National Guard Training Area in Marseilles, 
IL. Over 100 cadets spent the weekend experiencing fi rst-hand 
Army training as well as building team spirit and camaraderie. 
This experience provided the cadets with an opporwnity to 
experience some challenging and interactive training such as 
rappelling, M 16 marksmanship. day and night land navigation 
courses. a confidence course. and a hand grenade assault course. 
This FTX also served as the first real step towards preparing our 
juniors for National Advanced Leadership Camp (NALC) held 
at Fort Lewis, Washington each summer. the final training hurdle 
for cadets prior to commissioning. 
Throughout the year, cadets received in-classroom leadership 
training. Every Thursday afternoon the Cadet Battalion met 
for Leadership Labs on campus. This hands-on approach 
to training not only engaged our cadets in the practical skills 
necessary for success as future Army officers. but more 
importantly. put cadets in leadership positions Some of the lab 
highlights included rappelling from the tOp of Klehm Hall and 
helicopter orientation flights in UH-60 Blackhawk helicopters 
provided by the fllinois Army National Guard. The leadership 
skills honed in lab not only provide experience for fuwre 
military application. but also for application in everyday practical 
siwations. 
October marked another successful outing for the Panther 
Banalion·s Ranger Challenge Team. Last year's ten-cadet team 
competed against 19 other school teams from throughout the 
Brigade. This grueling competition tested the teams' skills in 
general highlights 
multiple events including the construction 
of a single rope bridge, completion of a 
hand grenade assault course. the Army 
physical fitness test. a written patrolling 
exam. a land navigation exercise. 
weapons assembly/disassembly. and 
culminated in a difficult 1 0-K forced 
road march. The Panther Battalion team 
performed superbly under the guidance 
of Master Sergeant David McKenney 
and Sergeant First Class Todd Stokes. 
This past year, Panther Battalion Color 
Guard presented our nation ·s colors 
at home football games. basketball 
games. graduation, and other formal 
events for the university. The cadet 
Color Guard openly sought opportunities 
to present the colors for civic and 
volunteer organizations in an effort to 
foster patriotic support throughout the 
Charleston community. 
The EIU ROTC Rifle Team again excelled 
with a first place finish in the Illinois State 
Rifle Competition. This compeution 
marks the fourth consecutive year the 
cadets have achieved this honor. Team 
captain. Cadet joseph Rousey. received 
individual honors as the top marksman in 
the competition while Cadet Ryan Purdy 
was recognized for his third place finish. 
The ream's advisor, Sergeant First Class 
Todd Stokes, has routinely produced 
outstanding results from the team. 
In March 2003. the Panther Baualion·s 
junior class proved their competence 
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Colonel (Ret.) Roger H.C. Donlon 
Sgt. Perla Gorzo 
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and readiness during the Spring FTX held at Fort Leonard 
Wood, Missouri. This weekend of hard training and evaluation 
showed that the skills developed by the cadets in the classroom 
and during the laboratory experience was valid. This Brigade 
combined training event included several schools from Illinois. 
Tennessee, and Missouri. At the conclusion of the field training 
exercise, Eastern fllinois University's cadets proved to be 
some of the best and with continued diligence will perform 
exceptionally well during their summer training at Fort Lewis. 
Washington. 
In late April , capstone events for the Panther Battalion included 
the Annual Awards Ceremony for excellence in academics and 
training and the Annual Military Ball hosted by the senior class 
at the Ramada Inn in Mattoon, IL. Each event was attended 
by various civic and military organizations. The Military Ball 
emphasized the accomplishments of the senior class and was 
showcased by good food, dancing and an inspiring message 
by our guest speaker, Colonel (Retired) Roger H.C. Donlon. 
Colonel (Ret) Donlon was the first recipient of the Congressional 
Medal of Honor during the Vietnam War in 1964. In his 
speech Colonel Donlon emphasized the need for integrity and 
commitment to duty. 
This school year the Panther Battalion commissioned five 
cadets: Second Lieutenants Sara Shipley, Angela Chard, 
Nichole Constabile, Ryan Purdy, and Kelly Slagle into the 
US Army Reserves, National Guard, and Active Duty forces. 
Second Lieutenants Chard and Purdy joined the Military Science 
Department to serve as the Gold Bar Recruiters before they 
proceeded to their first active duty assignments. 
This school year bought the addition of Lieutenant Colonel 
Lorenzo Smith, III, as department chair, Major Davidjohn, as 
enrollment offlcer, Major jeffrey Allen, as freshman instructor. 
and Sergeant Perla Garza as the supply offlcer. Each faculty 
member brings new insight and direction that will enhance the 
overall expertise of the Department pf Military Science. 
MAJ jeffrey W. Allen 
Assistant Professor. BS. 1990, East 
Tennessee State University. 
School of Cadet Command Recruiting 
Operations Officer Course. 2003 
SGT Perla N. Garza 
Non-Commissioned Officer 
Golden Knights Thndem jump School. 2003 
School of Cadet Command Logistics Course. 
2002 
Basic Rine Marksmanship Badge. 2002 
Army Commendation Medal. 1999. 2002 
MAJ David A. John 
Assistant Professor .. B.S .. 1976, Indiana 
State University 
School of Cadet Command Recruiting 
Operations Officer Course. 2002 
Ranger Tab. Airborne, Air Assault 
Bronze Star: Operation Enduring Freedom. 
2002 
joint Meritorious Service Medal 
MSG David J. McKenney 
Senior Training Instructor. BA. 2002. 
Eastern Illinois University 
Ranger School 
Air Assault School 
Advanced NCO Course 
Drill Sergeant Schools 
Academic Excellence Recipient. 2002 
LTC Lorenzo Smith, III 
Chair and Professor. MA, 2001. Webster 
University 
Airborne. Air Assault. Ranger 
Underwater Operations (SCUBA) 
Combat Infantryman. Expert Infantryman 
U.S. Army Command and General Staff 
Officers College 
EIU judicial Board. Emergency Management 
Team 
faculty highlights 
July 1, 2002 through 
June 30, 2003 
SFC Todd K. Stokes 
Non-Commissioned Officer: Platoon 
Sergeant. Rifle Team Instructor. Color 
Guard Instructor. BA. 2002. Eastern 
Illinois University 
Air Assault 
Expert Infantryman 
B.O.T. Academic Excellence Recipient. 2002 
Advisor. ROTC Pershing Rifles. ROTC Rine 
Team 
Advisor. Leadership Excellence Club 
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student honors 
Accountancy Excellence Award 
jonathan Hauser 
Administrative Information Systems Excellence 
Award 
Kyle Priddle 
Administrative Information Systems Merit 
Award 
Mary Phelps 
Alexander Briggs Memorial Award 
Carrie Deimel 
American Legion Awards 
Ryan Bosick (American Legion Auxiliary 
Award), Ryan Purdy (Gold Military 
Excellence Award), Lynnea Jensen (Silver 
Military Excellence Award), Jason Ward 
(Gold Scholastic Excellence Award), Lindsay 
Ribbe (Silver Scholastic Excellence Award) 
American Marketing Association Achievement 
Award 
Lisa Sherrick 
American Marketing Association World Color 
Press Award 
Tiffany Beller 
American Veterans Awards 
Ryan Galloway, Todd Fatka, Rachel Ens, 
jenna Tabor 
Armed Forces Communications and Electronics 
Association Award 
Ryan Bosick 
Association of Information Technology 
Professionals Most Valuable Member Award 
Sami Sarraf 
Association of the United States Army Award 
Thad Wescott 
Association of the United States Army History 
Award 
Ryan Purdy 
BKD. LLP Scholarship 
Aaron Troglia 
Bert and Janet Holley Scholarship 
Chris Green 
Beta Gamma Sigma National Scholarship 
Kelsey Lading 
Beta Gamma Sigma National Scholarship Honorable 
Mention 
Curt Stepp 
Bill Spaniol Memorial Scholarship 
josh Yborra 
Brankey Scholarship 
Gretchen Warner 
C. Roger Sorensen Scholarship 
Allison Warren 
Career and Organizational Studies Eagles Award 
Teresa Woodley 
Career and Organizational Studies Program 
Enhancement Award 
Vaughn Page 
Career and Organizational Studies Student 
Excellence Award 
Kelly Spurling 
Carolyn Kluesner Modglin Memorial Scholarship 
Beth Cavallero 
Caterpillar Scholarship 
Saifur Bhuiyan, Kelsey Lading, jared Mathey, Kyle 
Priddle, David Rella 
Centrallllinois Chapter of the American Marketing 
Association Outstanding Student Award 
Rebecca Collins 
Charles A. Elliot Technology Education Award 
Brian Becker 
Charles Gifford Manion Memorial Scholarshp 
Kelly Garrard 
Clay/Richland Scholarship 
Carrie Deimel 
Cooley Family Scholarships 
John Jordan, jared Mathey, Brian Parotto, Ryan 
Sparks 
Computer Management Excellence Award 
jared Mathey 
Daughters and Founder and Patriots of America 
Award 
Lauren Everette 
Daughters of the American Revolution Award 
Dana Cook 
David L. & Audrey jorns Business Education 
Scholarship 
Danny Mackey 
Dean Giffin Award 
Kyle Priddle 
Delta Sigma Pi Scholarship Key 
jared Mathey 
Department of the Army Award 
Jamie Conley, Matthew Custer, jessica Noble, 
Brian Sbertoli 
Distinguished Graduate Student, MS Family & 
Consumer Sciences 
Laura Collins (FCS), Kellee Sullivan (Dietetics) 
Distinguished Graduate Student. MA in Gerontology 
Janice Rohn 
Distinguished Graduate Student, MBA 
Marc Crawford (on-campus program), Camille 
james (off-campus program) 
Distinguished Graduate Student, MS Technology 
Denise Wilson (on-campus program), Matthew 
White (off-campus program) 
Donald and Clara Alice Seaman Shawver Scholarship 
Will Langdon 
Donna Lynn Connelly Memorial Scholarship 
Kathleen Barnes 
EarlS. Dickerson Award 
Nicholas Episcopo 
Eileen F. Hubbard Scholarship 
Lynn Stahlhut 
Elsie andErson Giffin Scholarships 
Courtney Gatsos, Amanda Goecze, Laura Keeton, 
Stephanie Nelson 
Excellence in Computer Operations Management 
Award 
Leanne Specha 
Finance Excellence Award 
Samantha Helms 
Finance Faculty Award 
Rhonda Rawlings 
Financial Management Association Outstanding 
junior Award 
Aaron Troglia 
Financial Management Association Outstanding 
Senior Award 
Lora Ochs 
Financial Management Association Wall Street 
journal Award 
Rhonda Rawlings 
Foster C. Rinefort Scholarship 
Huy Q. Tran 
George C. Marshall Award 
Ryan Purdy 
George Preisser Memorial Scholarship 
Theresa Schumacker 
Harold D. Fildes Scholarship 
Rachel Daschler 
International Student Scholarship-Business 
Anuj Bhandari, Saifur Bhuiyan, Christoph 
Brack, Eugen Caraus, Hopeton Dias, Olubunmi 
Folayan, Kaiyang He, Xiaoyan Liu, Miljan 
Markus, Timinipere Ngoboh, Sarmad Saghir, Vijit 
Shrestha, Kenneth Sievers, Vi Tran, Yuki Umeda, 
Christian von Gradowski, Daniella Willems 
International Student Scholarship-Family & 
Consumer Sciences 
jane Kabogo 
International Student Scholarship-Technology 
Ramakrishnan Balagangadharatilakguru, Teng-
Yun Chiang, Krishna Machiraju, Anurag Sharma, 
Mona Surana, Zhaohe Tong 
j. W And Marilyn Oglesby Scholarship 
Kelsey Lading 
jerome Rooke Accountancy Scholarship 
Amy Zaffiri 
jim and Bess Townsend Hanks Scholarship 
Laura Fischer 
jim and june Giffin Scholarships 
Scott Taylor 
john E. and Mary Price Scholarship 
Christina Adams 
john Henry ASQ Award 
Ryan Kusterman 
john and Mary Kensil Delta Chi Scholarship 
Daniel O'Connor 
john M Luther Scholarship 
jonathan Hoffee 
john Thompson Moore Scholarship 
Thomas Galla 
johnny Londoff Chevrolet Award 
Chester Feather 
joyce S. Crouse Scholarship 
Stephanie Shane 
judge and Usha Oberoi Scholarship 
Saifur Bhuiyan, Ren Zhang 
Kappa Omicron Nu Scholarships 
Tara Williams (Graduate), Lynn Stahlhut 
(Undergraduate) 
Keller Family Scholarship 
Jill Moore 
Kenneth & Keith Kohanzo Industrial Technology 
Scholarship 
joseph Garling 
Lois E. Elliott Industrial "Technology Scholarship 
jennifer Baker 
Lucille M. Klehm Technology Education Award 
Corey Duzan 
Lumpkin College of Business and Applied 
Sciences Award 
Rebecca Kowalski 
Management Excellence Award 
David Taylor 
Management Faculty Excellence Award 
Erica Chu 
Marketing Excellence Award 
Kelly Garrard 
Marketing Faculty Excellence 
Erica Chu 
McG/adrey & Pullen Accounting Award 
jason Spraker 
McNabb-Dow Graduate Scholarships 
Carty Gustafson, Lisa Kasten 
Michael D. Nettleton Leadership Award 
Rebecca Kowalski and jonathan Perry 
Military Officers Association ROTC Medal 
jason Schlueter 
Mr. & Mrs. Will/iam Craig Simmons Memorial 
Awards 
Lisa Anderson 
National Business Education Association Award 
of Merit 
Shasta Schackman 
National Sojourners Award 
Adam Laurent 
Outstanding Finance junior Award 
Emily Dettro 
Outstanding Finance Senior Award 
Lora Ochs 
Outstanding International Student Award, MS 
Family & Consumer Sciences 
jane Kabogo 
Outstanding International Student Award, MS 
Technology 
Kaihong He 
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Outstanding International Student Award, MBA 
Christian von Gradowski 
R. R. Donne/ley & Sons Company Scholarship 
jordan Lindenmeyer 
Reserve Officer's Association Awards 
Stephanie Livsey (Gold Medal), Todd Fatka 
(Silver Medal), jared Clayberg (Bronze Medal) 
Residential Consrruction Employer Council 
Scholarship 
Andrew Zalon 
Rifle 'Team Awards 
Lindsay Ribbe, Matthew Custer, Thad 
Wescott, Rebecca Kowalski, Stephanie Livsey, 
Thomas Kaminski, Chester Feather, Richard 
Wayne, Brian Sbertoli, Brenda j ost, Amy 
Nickels, Cary Morin, jessica Hoff, Sara Leite, 
Cheryl Polonczyk, Gretchen Schleitwiler, 
Shannon Maser, Ryan Purdy, joseph Rousey 
Roberson Business Scholarship 
Lora Ochs 
Robert N. & Barbara V. Sullivan Scholarship 
Jamie Kleinschmidt 
Ronald & Myrajeffris Scholarship 
Whitney Edwards 
Roy E. Ehrsam Scholarship 
Brian Harston and Shannon Lybarger 
Rudolph G. and Kathryn Hlavek Scholarships 
Anthony jackson 
Ruth Gaertner Scholarship (Dietetics) 
Kelly Peil 
Ruth Miller Esbeck Scholarship 
jessica Bishop, Amy Myerscough Condron, 
Lindsey Deyoung, Amy Henderson, Beth 
Sanner 
School of Family and Consumer Sciences 
Graduate Scholarship 
Kathryn Hyla 
School of Technology Alumni Scholarship 
Charles Gerth 
Society of Manufacturing Engineers Scholarship 
joseph Garling 
Society of the War of 1812 Award 
Brenda jost 
Society for Human Resource Management 
Outstanding Member 
Jamie Kernc 
Sons of the American Revolution Award 
Cary Morin 
Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War Award 
Thomas Kaminski 
St. Louis Chapter of the American Marketing 
Association Outstanding Student Award 
Branden Delk 
Student Accounting Society Outstanding junior 
Award 
Theresa Schumacher 
Student Accounting Society Outstanding Senior 
Award 
Nicholas Episcopo 
Student Investment Society Outstanding 
Member Award 
Kayla Bloemer 
Swope Fund for Excellence Outstanding Senior 
Awards 
Kylene Stewart (Dietetics), Kathleen 
Barnes (Hospitality), jessica Dunning 
(Family Services), Kristina Carlton 
(Teacher Certification), Desiree Collado 
(Merchandising) 
Tawani Awards 
Lindsay Ribbe, Dana Cok, Kerry Cook, 
Michelle Hallock, Brian Sbertoli, Andrew 
Eichel, jessica Noble, Catherine O'Connor, 
Meghan Smith 
Theta Omega Chapter of Beta Alpha Psi 
Outstanding junior Award 
Kelsey Lading 
Theta Omega Chapter of Beta Alpha Psi 
Outstanding Senior Award 
jonathan Hauser 
Timothy Cover/Clifford Fagan Scholarships 
jared Mathey, Brian Moncek 
United Graphics Scholarship 
Holly johnson 
United States Automobile Association Spirit 
Award 
Amy Nickels 
Walter A. Klehm Indusrrial Technology Award 
Tim Higgins and Zachary Smith 
William Craig Simmons Memorial Scholarship 
Marissa Shoemaker 
Accountancy 
Advisory Board 
Tim Backs 
Emerson Electric 
Sl. LoUIS. MO 
Thomas Bayer 
Manager. Sikich Gardner and 
company. U.P 
springfield. IL 
Jeffrey Bierman 
Partner 
KPMG Peat Marwick 
St LoUIS. MO 
Tony Burrell 
Audit/Tax Manager 
Illinois Agriculcural Auditing 
Association 
Bloomington. IL 
Frank Clark 
Emencus Faculty. EIU 
Spnngf1eld. MO 
jeff Coughlin 
State Farm Insurance 
Bloom1ngton. IL 
Carl Dolson 
Managmg Dtrector 
RSM McCiadrey. Inc. 
Peoria. IL 
judy Ethell, CPA 
Partner 
PnceWaterhouseCoopers 
St LoUIS. MO 
Steve Ferguson 
Manager of Mergers 
Caterptllar 
Peona. IL 
Michelle Hagen, CPA 
Anders. Minkler & Diehl LLP 
SL Louis. MO 
Bernard Hardiek 
Re/lred 
john Deere 
Mohne. IL 
David Hering, CPA 
KPWC.I.l.P 
washtngton. D C 
joyce Madigan, CPA 
Partner 
Gilbert. Metzger & Madigan. 
U.P 
Charleston. IL 
Mary Ellen Meador 
Partner & Dtrector of 
Admmtstra/lon 
Kemper CPA Croup. LLC 
Robmson. IL 
Kenneth S. Pardue 
Vtce Prestdent 
Memlll.ynch Capital 
Chicago. IL 
Gary Patrem 
Cone roller 
consoltdated Communications 
Mauoon.IL 
Kent Reeves, CPA 
Fatrfield. IL 
Kent Rodgers 
CFO & Treasurer 
Smtthvtllc Telephone 
Company. Inc. 
Ellcusvi lle. IN 
David L. Senteney 
llssoctate Professor. College of 
Bus mess 
Oh10 Un1vers1ty 
Athens. Ohto 
Brett Swallow 
Semor Vtce Prestdent 
Hickory Point Bank & Trust 
Decatur. IL 
Mike Taylor 
Execwive Vice President & CFO 
First M1d-llhnois Bank & Trust 
Mauoon.IL 
Andrew Thomas 
PR Partner/Member/ 
Shareholder 
May. Cocagne and King. PC 
Decatur. IL 
Michael Turner 
Controller 
Carpet Weaver·s. Inc. 
Champaign. IL 
Steve Wente 
Partner 
Doehnng Wmders & Co. 
Mauoon.IL 
Dean's Student 
Advisory Board 
Tiffany Beller 
American Marketing 
Association 
jeremy Rambo 
Association of Information 
Technology Professionals 
jason Spraker 
Beta Alpha Psi 
Anna Caputo 
Construction Club 
josh Yborra 
Delta Stgma Pi 
Lora Ochs 
Fmanctal Management 
ASSOCia/IOn 
Brittany Lydie 
Kappa Omicron Nu 
Maya A. James 
Mil m Geronrology Program 
jacob Bervig 
National Association of 
Industrial Technology 
Pershing RiHes 
Ann Vongsaphay 
Pht Beta Lambda 
advisory boards and 
student organizations 
Jamie Kleinschmidt 
Phi Omega PI 
Teresa Drake 
School of Famrly and Consumer 
Sctences Graduate Program 
justin Wireman 
Society for Advancement of 
Management 
Kristen E. Bowman 
Society for Human Resource 
Wanagement 
John Lentz 
Society for Manufacturmg 
Engineers 
Gustavo Casanova 
Student Accounting Socrety 
jennifer Geu 
Council Recording Secretary, 
Student ASSOCIOtion of Famtly 
& Consumer Sciences 
Kristen Brueckner 
Student Dean, 
Srudenr Government 
Lisa Blomberg 
Srudent Investment Soctety 
Steve Staskiewicz 
Technical Association of the 
Graphic Arts 
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Dietetics Advisory School of Family & Karen Hanebrink Latonia A. Stewart-
Council Consumer Sciences Consultmg Dietitian McKinney, M.S. /make Specialist/Placement 
Advisory Council Health Technolgoies Coordinawr Mildred Atwater-Warren CharlestOn. IL 
Life/ink/Bensenville Home Interim ExtensiOn Educator 
Expanded Food & Nutrition 
julie Allen, MS, RD, LD, CPT D. Branin Lane, MS, RD Society 
Outpa/lent Registered Dietitian Director of Medical Services Broadview. IL Education Program St.james llospitals and Health Slimfast Corporation University of Illinois Extension. Centers West Palm Beach. FL Mark Switzer Macon Counry llomcwood. IL Area Supervisor 
Decatur. IL Dana Lenore Lindley McDonald's of Coles Counry 
David Baker. MS Aurhor Mauoon. IL julie Allen Assistant Professor of Charleston. IL 
Outpauem Reg1srered Dietitian llospuallty Mildred Atwater-Warren 
St. james llospuals and Healch Central MISSOUri Srare Michelle Norris lmenm Excension Educaror 
Centers Umversuy Supply Chain and Business Expanded Food & Nutrmon 
Homewood. IL Warrensburg. MO Analyst Manager Education Program (EFNEPJ 
Vijon Laboracories. Inc. University of IllinoiS Exrens1on. 
David M. Baker Carole Corder, MS, RD, CDE 51. loUIS, MO Macon County 
Assiscant Professor of Chief Clinical Dietitian Decatur. IL 
Nospitality St. Anthony's Memorial Gloria Reyes 
Central Missouri Srare llospica l Direccor Lou Wright 
University Effmgham. IL K£1-/E Foods Distribuwr Director of Clienc Relarions 
Warrensburg. MO Bloomingdale. IL Procwr Hospital 
Beth Elliott Peoria. IL 
Carole Corder, MS, RD, CDE SChool Social Worker Kathleen Roberts 
St. Anrhony·s Memonal AERO Spec1al Educarion Execur1ve Director 
Nospual Association Coles County Wentalllealrh Gerontology Effingham. IL Willowbrook. IL Cenrer 
Mauoon. IL Advisory Council 
Karla Kennedy- Shaundra Ceaser 
Hagan, MS. RD Graduate Assistant Sandra K. Rupert Marsha Blair 
Doctoral Srudenr Eastern Illinois University Real Estace Representative Registered Nurse 
The Universiry of Illinois at CharlestOn. I L Ameren Corporation Ashmore. IL 
Urbana-Champaign St. Louis. MO 
Champaign. IL Richard j. Fanelli Dee Braden 
General Manager Dave Sauer Execurive Direcror 
D. Branin Lane, MS, RD Comforr Swres Admm1srraror Coles County Council on Agmg. 
Nurraceutical Appllcarion Mauoon. IL Hearrland Manor Inc. 
SCien(lsc Casey. IL Mauoon. IL 
Archer Daniels Midland Cosette Fulk 
Company Sales Manager Almetris Stanley Eileen Brewer 
Decatur. IL SLEW. Inc. Teacher-Coordinaror Elder Abuse Tramer 
Champa1gn. IL Work Expenence career Illinois Department on Agmg 
Gloria Reyes Exploration Program (WECEP) Springfield. IL 
Director Karla Kennedy- Chicago Board of Educarion 
KEf!£ Foods Distributor Hagan , MS, RD, LD Chicago. IL Bob Butts 
Bloomingdale. IL Doctoral Student Faculty Emeritus. EIU 
The Umvers1ty of Illinois at Gayle G. Strader Charleston. IL 
Urbana-Champaign Broker Associare (Faculty 
Gary Mikel Champaign. IL Emeritus. EIU) 
Real Esrare Unlimited. Inc. Physician 
William L. Hahn Charleston. IL Sarah Bush Lincoln llealch 
Owner Cenrer 
Bwldmg Mamrenance Serv1ces Mauoon. IL 
Spnngfteld. IL 
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David Whi te john Morgan joe Dively Thomas McDaniel 
Executive Vice President & CFO Physician's ASSIStant Vice President & General Bus mess Resource Manager 
Bank Jllinois Corle Clinic. Adult Med1cme. Manager Cacerplllar. Inc. 
Champaign. IL Ceriamc D1vis1on Consolidated Communications Decatur. IL Urbana. IL Mattoon. IL 
Chuck McLuckey Mike Yager 
President Elaina Osterbur Christopher Dyrhaug President 
Mid-America Designs Lecturer Semor V1ce President and Ben Tire Distributors Limited 
Effingham. IL 11/mois State Univers11y Pres1dent of Telephone Toledo.IL Bloomington. IL OperatiOns 
Carl Mito Mike Strader Salmon Smllh Barney 
Executive D~rector·lnvestments Industrial Director Ch1cago. IL CIBC World Markets Corp. Peace Meal Semor Nutrmon Edward J. Escalante Chicago. IL Technology Program Execuuve VP 
Ted Motsinger Advisory Board Eascern Illinois University Knowledge Anywhere Charleston. IL Bellevue. WA N1ms ASSOCiates. Inc. john R. Elder Normal. IL 
Vice President Barbra Wylie Eric Frick 
julie Nimmons HNAuromotive. Inc. Claims Representacive Vice President 
Effingham. IL Social Security Administration Harris n·ust and Savings Bank Presidenr Effingham. IL Chicago. IL Schull Sports Croup Paul Hofman Litchfield. IL 
Director of Consulting Services James Gleich 
George Paulik RSM McCiadrey. Inc. School of Business Reitred 
F1eld Vice Pres1dent. NatiOnal Northbrook. IL 
Advisory Board Coterpillar Inc. Sales 
Robert Hubbard Chillicothe. IL Pacific Life Annu111es 
Secretary Charles Adams Jacob Gress Hmsdale. IL 
Direccor of Strategic Plannmg President D~rector of Marketing 
Bryan Phillips International Consolidated Howell Pavmg. Inc Coleman Powermate 
Mattoon. IL Aurora. IL MIS Semor \tanager Technolog1es 
Anheuser Busch Compames Casey. IL Richard Arroyo Fred Hepler St LoUIS, MO 
Ted MacDonald Presidenc and CEO Executive Vice PreSident 
Jim Schnorf Vice President Red Bull Desert Sales. Inc Westchester Group 
Pres1dent B.C. MacDonald & Company Beverly Hills. CA Champaign. IL 
Wall Street Managemenc & St. Louis. MO Gary Barnett john Lechman Capllal. Inc. 
Kathy Rhodes President and CEO Pres1dent and CEO Longwood. FL 
Program Manager Sarah Bush Lincoln Neallh Nova Solutions. Inc. 
Gary Schwartz Mainstreet Tuscola System Effingham. IL 
Executive Vice Pres1denc & CIO Tuscola. IL Mattoon. IL 
Kimball lnternacional Richard lumpkin 
Robert Shamdin Lowell Bourne Chamnan of the Board jasper. IN 
Chair Vice Presidenc Consolidated Communications 
Thomas N. Seng President Smith. Moore. & Co. Mattoon. IL 
Terre Haute. IN Presidenc & CEO Mauoon Precision 
Cencral Indiana Power Manufacturing. Inc. Mike MacGilvray 
Mattoon. IL john Coffey Regional Represenrative Sales Greenfield. IN 
Senior Vice President MacCi/vray Marketing 
Deanna Vinson Matt Skole State Farm Insurance ASSOC/Otes 
Companies Atlanta. GA CEO EIU Student Represenrative 
Bloomington. IL Amencan Equity Mortgage. Inc Charleston. IL 
St. LoUIS, MO 
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Dennis Spice 
VICe Chmr 
Managmg Member 
Open Prame Ventures 
Champaign. IL 
ROTC Advisory 
Council 
Patti Bailey 
Office of Fmancial A1d. 
Fmancial Aid 
Gary Beavers 
President. Moose Lodge # 1388 
Charleston. IL 61920 
Martha Brown 
Lumpkin College of Business & 
Applied Science 
Eastern ll/inois University 
Charleston. 1L 61920 
Jason Chase 
Elks Club #623 
Charleston. 1L 61920 
Terry Davis 
Rotary Club. Pres1dent 
Charleston. IL 61920 
Gary Hanebrink 
Safety Officer. Busmess Affairs 
Eastern lllm01s Umversuy 
Charleston. IL 61920 
Robert Hillman 
Booth Lrbrary. Academrc 
Affarrs-Lrbrary Services 
Eastern ll/mois University 
Charleston. 1L 61920 
Dan Hockman 
Advisor. At Large Representative 
Eastern Illinois University 
Charleston. 1L 61920 
Robert Holmes 
Veterans of Foreign Wars of 
Charleston 
Ashmore. 1L 619 12 
Mark Hudson 
Umversity llousing!Drmng 
Servrces 
Eastern lllrnors Umversrty 
Charleston. IL 61920 
Rodger jehlicka 
Athelrcs. Athletrcs Department 
Eastern lllmors l.:nll'ersuy 
Charleston. IL 61920 
Jackie Joines 
Del•elopment Officer. College of 
Busrness & Applied Sc1ences 
Eastern 1//rnors Unrversrty 
Charleston. IL 61920 
Johnetta Jones 
Minority Affarrs. Academic 
Affairs-Minority Affairs 
Eastern Illinois University 
Charleston. 1L 61920 
Herbert Lasky 
Dean. Honors College 
Eastern ll/rnors Umversrty 
CharlestOn. IL 61920 
Lloyd Leonard 
Labor & Employee Relations. 
Busmess Affmrs 
Eastern lllmo1s Unrversrty 
Charleston. IL 61920 
Godson Obia 
College of SCiences 
Eastern lllmo1s Unr1•ersrty 
Charleston. IL 61920 
j ohn Pommier 
Recreatron Admrmstratron 
College of Education & 
Professional Studies 
Eastern Illinois Universlly 
Charleston. IL 61920 
Howard Price 
journalism. College of Arts & 
Humanities 
Eastern lllrnois University 
Charleston. IL 61920 
William "Bill» Reed 
Veterans Representative 
Amerrcan Legwn Post 88 
305 Richmond Avenue East 
Manoon. IL 61938 
Greg Staton 
Chamber of Commerce 
Charleston. IL 61920 
Christopher Stone 
Vice-Chmr ROTC Advisory 
Council 
Umversiry Pollee Department 
Eastern Illinois University 
Charleston. IL 61920 
Charles Ti tus 
History Departmenr. College of 
Arts & Humanities 
Eastern Illinois University 
Charleston. IL 61920 
Peter Voelz 
journalism. College of Arts & 
Humanities 
Eastern ll/mois University 
CharlestOn. IL 61920 
Tom Waskom 
Chmr-ROTC Advisory Council 
School of Technology 
Eastern lllmois University 
Charleston. IL 61920 
Dale Wolf 
DirectOr of Admissions. 
Admrssrons 
Eastern lllinois University 
Charleston. I L 61 920 
Vicki Woodard 
Media Relations. External 
RelationsEastern Illinois 
University 
Charleston. IL 61920 
LCBAS Student 
organizations 
American Marketing 
Association 
Dr S1d Dudley. Dr. Wayne 
Chandler. & Or jane Wayland. 
Adv1sors 
Lrsa Sherrrck President 
Association of Information 
Technology Professionals 
Dr john Wlllems. Adv1sor 
Kyle Prrddle. President 
Beta Alpha Psi 
Dr. Roann Kopel & Dr. T11n 
Mills. Advisors 
jonathan 1/auser. President 
Construction Club 
Dt: Wafeek Wahby. Advisor 
Anna Caputo. President 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Mr. Mrke WriSOn. AdVISOr 
Stacy Wmkler. President 
Financial Management 
Association 
Dr Stephen Larson. AdlVlsor 
Robb1e Davis. President 
Kappa Omicron Nu 
Dr: james Slavik. Adv1sor 
Brandy IIams. Pres1dent 
National Association of 
Industrial Technology 
Dr. Larry Helsel. Adv1sor 
jacob Berv1g. President 
Pershing Rifles 
Sgt. Todd Stokes. Adv1sor 
Cadet Thomas Kaminski. 
Commander 
Phi Beta Lambda 
Dr. Roger l.uft. AdVISOr 
. President 
Phi Omega Pi 
Dr Roger L.uft. Adv1sor 
Amber Mauk. Pres1denr 
Society for Advancement of 
Management 
Dr. Wrllram Mmnis. Advisor 
Todd Shepherd. President 
Society for Human Resource 
Management 
Dr: Barbara Kemmerer & Dr. 
jeff Snell. 1\dvisors 
Jamie Kernc. President 
Society for Manufacturing 
Engineers 
Dr. Mon Toos1. 1\dvrsor 
john Lentz. Presrdent 
Student Accounting Society 
Dr. Tim Mrlls & Dr. Bill Wooton. 
Advrsors 
Robert Groos. President 
Student Association of 
Family &. Consumer Sciences 
Dr. Lrnda Simpson. Advisor 
jennifer Geu. President 
(Dretetrcslllosprtalrty/Consumer 
A!Jarrs) 
Mrchon Sarsany. Presrdent 
(Famrly Servrces/Teacher 
Certificatron) 
Lovey Dealba. President 
(Merchandrsing) 
Student Investment Society 
Dr. james jordan-Wagner. 
Advisor 
john Holland. President 
Technical Association of the 
Graphic ArtS 
Dr. Phrlrp Age. Advrsor 
Steve Staskrewrcz. President 
FY2003 Donors 
We are pleased to list the co1·porations, 
foundations, facul tyls tafjlan n u i tan ts, 
friends and alumni that have given 
generously to support our programs 
throughout fiscal year 2003 (July/, 2002 
through june 30, 2003). The particiation 
and leadership shown is essential to 
the future of the Lumpkin College of 
Business and Applied Sciences and its 
tradition of academic excellence. Only 
actual dollars received during fiscal year 
2003 on pledges are listed; gifts given 
anonymously are appreciated and are 
not designated in this listing. For more 
information on giving to the Lumpkin 
College of Business and Applied 
Sciences, please contact jacqueline 
Joines, Director of Development at 217-
581-7969 or by email at csjc@eiu.edu. 
Corporations 
A J Kluesner Plasterong. Inc. 
Anders. Monkler. & Doehl. LLP 
B & J Sales. Inc 
Bev Cruse Photography 
BKO. LI.P 
Caterpollar. Inc • Peoroa 
Commerce Bank :-.a (lllonoos) 
Emerson Elect roc Company 
Emmett Schah Elect roc Company 
Erocsson. Inc 
Forst Mod l llonoos Bank & Trust· 
Mattoon 
GE ·Mattoon Lamp Plant 
General Elccmc 
Colbert Metzger Madogan. LLP 
Herrmann International 
Household lnternauonal. Inc. 
IBM Corporauon 
llllnoos Consolidated Telephone 
Company 
Kemper CPA Group 
Levo Ray & Shoup. Inc. 
l.ockhecd ~larton 
~lalllnckrodt Inc 
Noms Assocoates. Inc • Decatur 
Obcrtech. Inc 
Pf12er. Inc 
ProcewaterhouseCoopers LLP 
1\1\ Donnelley & Sons Company 
State Farm 1 nsurance 
1\lckcr Accountong Service. Inc. 
UBS Warburg 
Wolloams Companoes 
ww Graonger. Inc 
Foundations 
AEGON Transameroca Foundation 
Aetna Foundation Incorporated 
l~ank of Arneroca Foundation 
BP Amoco Foundatoon. Inc. 
Carcrpollar Foundatoon 
General Motors Foundation 
H & R Block Foundation 
llarros Bank Foundation 
lnternauonal Paper Company 
Foundatoon 
Kemp Foundation 
KP\IG Foundation 
Loncoln Fonancoal Group Foundation 
Inc 
l.umpkon Foundation 
Merroll Lynch & Company 
Foundauon. Inc. 
Prudcmoal Foundauon 
S:tr<l Lee Foundatoon 
Sprom Foundauon 
State Farm Companoes 
Foundauon 
The ~lanoon Fa moly Foundauon 
UPS Foundauon 
USX Foundauon. Inc 
Wachovoa Foundauon 
Wai-Mart Foundation 
Wollow Sprongs Foundatoon 
Faculty/Staff/Annuitants 
Kent & Tamo Babbs 
Sandra Bongham-Poner 
Tom F Boldrey 
Martha S Brown 
Carole Burros 
Frank L Clark 
Beverly J Cruse 
Henry II Davos 
DeanS Elmuu 
joyce I. Felstehausen 
james & June Goffin 
Lol loan R Greathouse 
Samuel A GucCione 
Komberly L. Harros 
Oavod & Carolyn Horsman 
Wm Mochael & Jacqueline S 
jooncs 
johnetta jones 
Wolllam B joyce 
Keoth K Kohanzo 
Karen J Londley 
1\cbecca L Luton 
Pong Lou 
Harold & Eduh Malehorn 
Edward K. Marlow 
Ron B Mason 
James N McKorahan 
M ochelle L Meadows 
Tomothy II Molls 
Wolham C Monnos 
Matthew M Monoppallol 
Rose Mane Myers-Bradley 
vaughn & Nancy Page 
Gerald & Arlene Quast 
Cathy Quast 
Foster & jean Ronefort 
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Slanley & Sandy R1ves elmo R Memers Charloue A Alkms Deborah Ann Bredeweg Kalhleen A Connor Gregory Allan Duncan 
john & juanlla Roberts RUih Ann M1er Timo1hy Scou Backs jeaneue E Bnckman M1chael P. Consoru Nancy J Durham 
Unda D1ane S1mpson Amhony !l.l1er Damn & Den1se Bacon Brenda Sue Bneser Anne G. Cooper Cmdy A Dyksua 
Robert & Hazel Sonderman Claude E \l1ller Barbara A Baggeu Arthur L Bngh1 Wilham E. Cooper Sandra K Dzurny 
M1ke & Gayle Suader Edward Modglin james Edward Ba1ley 1.".1 Ann Bnnkerhorf Donald L Co1hern Ehzabclh C Ealy 
Roben C W1seman \larvm D \lorehead Susan \1 Baker D1ana S Bnscoe Jeffery w. Coughlin Kevm P E.lrly 
Deborah A \\'oodley Roger \lorgan Jean Balch An11a J Broeren Daneue Kay Cox Cheryl A E.1sun 
Carolyn S Woolever Eugene II \lorgemhaler Kelsey jo Ballard Lmda Kay Broom Thomas P. Cramer j1ll Ann E.1s1m 
Charles w Woouon joan \Iowrey Roy A Balhnger Andrew john Brown \largarel J Cress judy I F.dgmg1on 
Herman & D1ana wyau G\\endolyn Pe1erson Diane Banh•d• Katnna joan Brown Ronald A. Cnsp john Franc•s Egan 
George & june Cooper Barbara R Prau Dw1gh1 T Bap!ISI Donald L Brubaker Ann Elame Crnes Douglas Dean Ehens 
Barbara Hill llelen Pnce joe A. Barnes G:~ry A Brush Lawrence E. Croc1an1 Ronald w f.IChhorn 
Carol L Prochnow Kelh C Barneu S!epht•n M Bryan James H. Crox1on joseph 1 E•lerman 
Ken! E Reeves Canssa Ann Barr V.rg•ma Bryan Shawn M•chael Cuda RIChard J Elam 
Friends Leonard R1ch joseph w. Basc1o Jeffrey M Buban Pamela M Cund•fT Lynn C F.lhou 
Bela Gamma S•gma jerry N Rmger joanne L Bass• Donald K Bub1k Phyllis A. Cuomo W1lham jay Emnch 
lncorporaiCd Amy J Schmidgall Dale Lee Ba1son john Leonard Buchholz Kmhleen N. Curry Mary Janel Englum 
Bloommg10n Coumry Club Dan L. Scou W1lham T. Bauer Mark R. Buck Chris! ian john Cyr Thomas C Epperson 
Pamc•a A Shaffer Barbara A. Saurer Jan•ce L. Buerkcu Kari Ann Dabrowski Edward & Susan f:scalanw EIU Amencan Markeung 
Ahce Shawver Robert E. Beachey ElOISe K. Buffcnmeyer Gns A. Dahlin Sandra K Eskms Associallon 
EIU School of Technology Gregory M. Shepard Melissa Lynn Beck·Lefa•vre Charles A llunwn Edna J. Damery judy A. ElhCII·Giatz 
Peace Meal Greg L) Shuey Wallace w. Beeler Fredenck J. Burg en Lynn M. Danielson Christopher S f,wald 
United Way of Tri·Siate Ruth K Snyder Cymhia A. Beeler Tony D Burrell Doris Darling John J Fadden 
Marcia A. Anderson jack 0 Snyder R. M•chael Benneu Pa!riCIJ E Buller joseph 0. Daugherty Kimberly A f'alk 
W1lllam L. Barker J•m Spellman Cra1g Allen Bernard Penny 0. Suus Kevin E. Daugheny Lynn Mane Farrell 
Royal jay Banrum Pamc•a F Stark Pierce A. Benhold Paul R Cady joseph K. Daughhe!ee Jerry Jot• Fear 
Charles G Beeler Kevin A S1earns Sleven D. Beyer Carmen Mane Cald1eraro Deanna L. Daughhelee-Vmson W1lllam D. Fcn•h 
Mary Ann Brumleve Ann R Sullivan Manlyn S B•ehler Kay A Calhson Chnsune Dav•dson Sleven Mark Ferguson Suzanne Suuon Roben D B•elenberg fhcres.l M Callozzo Beck• Sue Dav•s Anna 1. F1elder W1lllam & Mildred Connelly 
Troy D Sw~nford jeffery & Tracey B•erman Donald I Calvin julie J. Davis Theresa A f'1clds Rose Corne 
M1chael J Crandal John & Eduh Terw1lhger Dawn M•chelle B•ggs \lark II Camf1eld S1ephen G Dav1s Waller S F1gura 
M1ke Dambach Lowell \l Thompson J•mmy C. B•ggs \1argare1 E C.1non Alan S Dean Janel E F11lcsky 
Dav•d M. Deneen Vmcem J Tros~no Robert D Bills Janet 1 Carlock Susan L. DeCarlo Karen Mane F1losa 
Roben E Denmson Velma Bond Walker Sandra \1 SIVer Roben D C.lrr Brenda J. Decker Luke S F1losa 
John A D~rks Gre)tl! F. \\\'nson Luanne C Blade L.e1llnn C.1rson Paul D. Dedenchs Duane E l·~nger Glenn Wilson \1arsha \1. Bla~r Kendra Ahson C.uson Unda Ogle Defrank Doro1hy f. Fmk \lary E Dooley Greg Youm Patnc•a \1 Boe Pt.-ggy E Caner \1ary Sharon Deguzman tt \11chael Fmkfe Larry & \1artha Drake 
Thomas E Eggers Wendy Z1mmer David B Boeme Danny L Caner Ph1hp B Devermann jacqueline S F1sher M1chael w Bohek K.lthlecn \1 Caner Helen J D•lher \l1chael F: Flemmg james R. Erns1 
Kerne Ann Bond• Andrew J Cast'lh Mary K. Dillon jane! Ford Ellzabelh R Gildner Alumni Jill Anne Boone G.111 J Chase Anne ~I D1Sandro Ehzabelh L Ford Sandra Gnsham 
Dean F. Hlllingcr Kurt Sherman Adams Gwenda D. Boo1h 1.1wrcncc E Chcsla joseph R. D•vely jack R Foss 
t\ancy M. Hoeferle Conme \lane Adams Ann V. Bovenkerk Dec Ann CISCO Kathryn A Dixon Rosanne Franc1s 
jean L. Holley Francme Ahern Beu y J Bowland Harry J Clapeck Many Ray Doan Amy Ren<'e Frank 
Glenn C Hun Floyd & Brenda Ak•ns Unda S Bowlby·Kmders Pa1nna 1. Clarke Thomas L. Dockwc•ler Adam M Fredenck 
T1mo1hy R lves Judy K Albus john Gregory Boyer v~rg•ma A Claus Richard w. Dodson Sadg•o Fred•anelh 
joseph M. jackson Juhe Kay Aman Nancy Ehzabe1h Boyer joan M Cl.typool Wendy Sue Doebel Karen Rulh Fn·eman 
Peggy M Johnson Stephen F Anderson Steven K Boyer 1111101hy J Cleary T1m01hy Doehrmg l.ynn Freese George Alben Boykm Douglas 1\ Chfr Brian P. Dolan Mauhcw Fre•mwh J. Steven jordan Steven D Anderson Robert w. Boze N1rolc Dcmsc Clodfehcr Angela Doll Enc A Fnck Stephany joshn r:ulalec L. Anderson 
Phill•p w. Bracken Charles R Coffey Carl & Marsha Dolson john Edward Fuhler A.J. & Beuy Kluesner 1\ence N Andrews 
Boyd Allen Bradshaw jeffrey \>1 Colben Deeue Y. Domes Carl D l'uhrhop Margare1 LaGard joseph llcnry Apkc Er1n E. Bradshaw Raymond B Cole john D. Donham Sharon I. full·Love Mered11h K. Lovelass MIChael R Applebee 
john R Lued1ke Harold B Arms1rong Erin E Brady Marun J Coleman Karen Mane Donham Pamela jo Furrer 
Donald C Brands Debb•c M Coleman Cymhia Dorns VICki 0 Furry Robert R. Lundeen juha Ann Arneu Carl E. Brauer john J\ Colhc juhe \>lichelle Doss H Tom Gafhgan Pa1sy K. Mauerman Linda A Arredondo 
Roger A Mausehund MKhclle R Anhur Donald A Brauer \lark Evan Collom Kem A. Douglas Lon Ann Ganc• Sleven A Braun Dav•d 1. Combes Ronald Downs Dav•d w G.1nsncr Ka1hleen McDermon MJry A Ashley Scon Larry Braun F. o.w•d Compton Darlene K. Dnlhng \1anhcw J Garmy James B \leek Earl T Ashmore 
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Wolham P Garver Paul Dcnnos liard TomS Hunst· Sarah E Kork Cheryl Lou Lope Harry 0 \IIIIer 
Davod \I Gass Bernard L llardock Gwendolyn S Husek Apnl C Korkley Joanne Lovengood \larc loston \loiter 
Raynell K Gegcl Robert J ll.trdog Ruby Ellen llu~ton Bernard J Kouen Leslte james ll\esav Condy K \loiter 
Barbara K Geoger Warren E Hardong \loldrcd J Hutchens Mochael H Klaus jane D Lochhead Susan E \IIIIer 
Mary w Gt•orgc Mochael D llarpcr Darlene Huochonson Kns A Kltnghc:ol Jane A. Lockeu llndget \1 Moller 
Ann t:.. Gerhold john Charles ll,mos Wolloam l Huuon GreggS Kltnzong Thomas E. Logan Carolyn T \ltller 
Coleue jc.ln Gcrnon Scou D ll<~rris jacqueltne lluxtabl<' Rex L. Klomparcns Anne Lynne Long Charles w. Moller 
Donald 0< Mary Gher Robert F.. llarros Murray P Hynes Andrew Bnan Klose john Edward Longest Burl F \lillogan 
Barbara Jean Golhaus Joseph C liMns Gregory K lkcmort• Amy M Knapp Ronald L. Longton DilVId Scou \lotchell 
Barbar<~ 1:. Gollogly john Wolloam llarroson Anne K. ln!lles Kom Ann Knezovoch Robert \loke loomos Manon Edward 1\lnchell 
Norbert A Golmore Carol A Hamson Davod R Irons jane A Knoclc:y john E. Lopes Stephen C \1otze 
jerry l. Golomen Cassandra Sue Hamson Carol A Jabs Altce Koenecke Connoe l Louvoer john D \lodder 
Tom l Golomen Vorgonoa C 11.1usm.1n G Evan jackson Deborah l Kooshor Debora Lynn Lo\ e Knsta K Moeller 
\ltchael Wolh.lm Gladson Louose jane H.wmg Stephen P j.1gosh Connoe D Komnock \lauhC\' Eugene Lo\ e Patnck A \lotio\ 
Jeffery P Gladu Edwon D Heaney Amy Elizabeth Jamnok Karen S Konong \largaret Ann Lo"er} G~'Orge S \ loncada 
\lauhew Kyle Glaser Chnstone A Heard Bruce C jano' sky Ann \1 Konnckcr Ann Ehzabeth lucoano \lyra jean \lood\ 
\larth,1 Ann Glass londa j Heath Georgoa A jans,en l'o:ancy v Koopman Cynthoa E. Ludden janet F \loore 
Anna Gll•nn Rocht'lle Heggemeoer Paula j Jarrett Charles Alan Kozlowsko Greg J lutchka Truman Moore 
Doana j Glosser Wilham J llt•tlt•nbach Ronald & .\lyra jdfros Karon j Kraao ·flusz john M. luther Carol A. Morgan 
jacquehnc Gohghtly Stephanoe L lleonberg Donald J Jehhng Cynthoa D Krahn Cathleen M Lux Dan D Morgan 
Laura j Golowsko Larry R lleoncrn<~nn Davod P. jcnkons Katherone A Krampt>r Steven A. lux Steven R Morroson 
Stephen H Golscth Maunce A llcld Donald Eugt•nt• jesse Annette Mane Krenz Mochael S. Lysaker Mark J. Morrow 
Chnsu Ann Gonzales Kork A I teller Kevon S Jessup Melvon H KncgN \lark Mackovoc tamara Lynne \loshtagh 
Mochacl R Goodwon Gale K llelpongsune Denose L jobc Keith S Krout Amy J. Madson Doane L Muehl 
jean Gossett·Gaones Colleen D Ht•pner Derek S johnson Wesley C Krueger \lochael S \lagnuson Frank A \lumford 
f\ed Gough jacqueline M lll'rald Steven Frank Johnson Ronald w Krukewott Donald E \lalcom \lark S \1unga• 
Theresa S Go\\ on Kurt Herbst Ray l Johnson Steve \1 Kummer joseph J \Iatona \lark W \lunoe 
lynn A Gr.1ngcr Davod & Teresa Herong Kenneth A johnson john l Kuruc Lucy \1 \lann Sammy 6. \Ia!) \lunmo 
Robert James Grasty Sle,en D Hernandez Chnsune johnson Edmund F Kuryla Theresa \I \l.1nnz Cynthia G \lurray 
S.1ndr.1 Lynn Gr,wen Gary l llcthcrongton Lon lynn Johnson Doana Sue Kutz Thomas J \lanotto \lochael J \lurnll 
jeffrey E Gray Douglas S Hetunger Denose lynn Johnson Roger john LaBedz Mark A Marton Gary G \lutchmore 
Gene A Greek Pat ncoa A H oght Den nos Allen joones juhe A Labhart Mark & Nancy \Ia run Theresa A \lyers 
Larry D Gr<'cn Sylvoa M I loll Allan l Jones Rochard C l41dong Patrocoa \1arun judy K Myers 
Mochael joe Grc~:n Barbara lhnkel Auston jones Carter J Lamb Tena M. \latas lyle Edgar Navel 
Mary F.. Grct•n james A Honzc Alexos K jones joseph E Lampen Charles W .\lathoson juloa J. Neomes 
Kenneth A. Greenlee Rudolph G 0< l~athryn F. Hlavek Robert E. jordan judith A. Lampkons Hoben P. Maxson Wollard E Nelson 
jay w Gromcs Susan C lloaglund Earl w jultltS jeanne M. Landers Mochael C \lay Donald F Nesci 
jamcsC Gnmm Danoel C Hochstetler Alan I jusucc janet S t...1ney Enca D \lay jean M f\ewberry 
Wolloam M Gross Thomas N llodgt• Gregory S K.1cler John M L.1ngcr Apnl J Mayberry Susan Breeze ;\ioed 
C f\clson 0< Wtlma Grote Roy R llodgcman Anna \I Kalk George F Lary Frank A \lazza Wolham R !\ohmer 
Komberly j Gryl lt5<1 Ann Hoelscher f\ichotas To K.1n Donsj Lau Deborah A \lcCiell.ln \lary Kay '\orth 
joan Gucoardo Darrell \1 Holfm.ln Todd \lochacl K.1r,1s Knsuna \lane 1.1wlcy jaome Lee \lcCorkle juha Darlene '\orth 
Brut·e A Guebert Debra l llofsteuer Chnstopher j K.lr<h Evereu \1 l..l\Hence Anne Robona \lcCo\\ n londa \1 Oakley 
Raymond R 11.1as lynn Ann Holcomb \lochael T Kaschke joan E. Lebkuecher Larry W \lcCullev Sundeep & Su)t Obcr01 
Paul V H.1ase Kathy \Iaroe Holmberg Teresa Gaol K.1sstng Davod B Lecher Ross A \lcCullough john P O'Broen 
Chark·s II llabong Rebecca t.ynn Holnws Tony Katson•los Deborah A Ledford Joseph A \lcCurdy Kcvon GregO!)' Ochs 
\lark Alan llaenny Chad Aaron Holthaus Kenneth W Kt·oglt·y Katherone 6 l.<·c Thomas W. ~1cDanoel Rochard l Olmstead 
Mochelle M liagt•n jacob J Hong Chnsuan James Kl:ller Meltnda Lee Sandra J McDonald flale Olson 
Donald 1.. Hahn jessoca Lean lloppe jom Moch,lcl Kelst·y Jolt Therese Lehrer jeffrey D McGlade joanne A Olszewsko 
Wolhamj lla1re Davod A I lorn H Matthew Kl•rnp Pamela S Lt•onard Susan L. McGovern Susan Doane o·Neoll 
joyce A llansma Donald P I lorn Dwoght II Kensol Curt Lee Leppert janet Lea McGreevy Nancy L o·Reilly 
Perry R I tall Ron«ld i\ , llornsey Carl F Keown Barbara M l..cut7. Ben l. McMahan Alan K. Ortegren 
Todd H llallcr Susan Doant• Horst jeffrey J Kt'!tnl.ln Rochard H Levo Rochard l. McMurr<Jy \lilfk E. Ostermeoer 
Vovoan Ann H,111ett MarJOrte M Houghland Becky Lynn Komberhn Marun G Lewos Debra j \1c"'amaril \Iaureen M Oswald 
Carol I flarnersko Terry I Howe Charles \1 Kmdcr james R Lewos Broan P McWolloams Robert Davod Ottum 
jerry 6 f1,1molton Davod f\ Howrey Carolyn S Konder Davod E Le\\ os Charles \1 :\1eece P<Jtrocia Ovca 
Gene v. Hampson Dale Leroy Huosonga Davod Campbell Kmg Chnstopher j t.ond.1ucr Leonard A \letheny Donald G Overton 
Dale A H.1nncr Davod F. Humm Vocco l Konney Catherone lonnong \lark S \lochehno Geralyn H Owen 
Brend.1 R tl.lrbaugh Loren D Hunsaker Ronald C Kork Gouho J looune BollE \ltles Eugene Monroe 0\\en 
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Chnsta Ann Packer Roben S Rea Edward D Schoppcnh juhc Geralynn Sterling james A. Vanaman Ronald & Barbara Wilson 
Chns10pher L PaiCIS R1chard Alan Rebholz Roben E Schroeder Mark J Stenner Sharon L. Vandermeer Charles 6. K.11hleen W•mberly 
Kenneth Scou Pardue R1chard w Redeker Paula A Schuler Gary 1 Stevens Elizabeth K. VanDyke Carla S wmgen 
Dav•d J Parke Jodi Ga1l Red•ck Norma J Schuhz Kathryn D Sm~rman R•chard L. Vasquez Larry D Wmmgs 
Cheryl Lynn Parker Tommy L Re1chan Paula S Schwark \lilt-S l SIIIIC \l1chele :\1. vogt Esther D Wusman 
Danny L Parkmson Wanda C Re•d jeremy M Schwanzkopf Ph1hp D S11rreu Knsta K Vohollna Charles w Wmers 
Scou K Parnsh K.1ren Lee Remhan \lark A Schwerman \lark A SIOCk\\CII Den•se l. Vonderharr \lary Ann Wollney 
james D. Parry Karol Ruth Re•s jeffrey&. Ula Scou V.Ood Loy Stonzum \lark C Voss juduh A Wollers 
Bon me Pashkow Frances joan Rescmuo Warren Seagren Cheryl J SIOUI Beuy L. Wacker Lmda K Wolz 
Kathleen A Pechauer K.11hy Elame Rhodes Bill M. Seaman Sharolyn Strader Nicholas J Waddock jean C Wonser 
Man-Wei Peng Kevm Allen R•chards Rebecca J Seay janet L Strange Douglas Wade E•leen \I WOod 
Allan S Penwell Coyn V Richardson Kathryn Leann Seelman john Paul Strnad Darrell D. Wane D•ana L Woodland 
Mauhew C Pcpol Alan I . RIChey Abbey L. Se•fen Raymond Bruce Strom Carol D. Wakefield Teresa Woodley 
Peter M Perez Andy D RIChmond Stephen F Selcke Peggy 1\ Strothmann Donald Keith Walden Sharon J Woodyard 
jeffrey H Perry Usa K R•ckher Angela Lynn Seng Thomas E Stuckey Elizabeth A Waldman Charles R Worden 
T•mothy P Peters james MIChael R1ess joe H. Sexton Gayle L. Stumpf Ernest Kevin Waldman Mel C Workman 
jenn1fer A. Peterson Tracy A Robens Ken D. Shadel Oan•cl C Sulask• jennifer Mary Walker T1ffany Ann Wonh 
MIChael T. Petnk Kev1n V RobertS Angele P. Shaffer Maureen Sullivan Mary Ahce Walker Robert G Wrenn 
v.rgil R. Peuy F.nc Dean Robmson V1ole1 R. Shaffner Anne T Sur Mary J. Walker K•mbcrly A wnght 
Terri L Phelps Le1gh Renee Rob1nson Roben J. Sharp Brcu & Kelly Swallow james E. Wallace james II Wyeth 
Bryan G. Phillips Thomas F. Rochford Mary June Shearer Thomas 1: Swanson Roscoe E. Wallace Barbra D•anc wylie 
Lora j ean Phllhps I) Carolyn 1\ockabrand Howard Sherfield 1.1Donna J. Swanson Stephanie Jo Walling Charles J & Manann 
jon M. Phipps Kem & Lisa Rodgers Beverly Jane Shelton joan F.. Sweanngen Michael D. Waller Dana Younger 
Michael James Pilon Dan1el Ray Rodgers Patsy w. Sherrard Susan M Swinford Norma jane Walters Dana J Yungck 
Amy J. Pmkenon Sharon Kay Rohm Charlene C. Shields Wilham em SWISher M1chael H. Wampler l.mda R Yurek 
Geraldme Mane P1per jamce K Rohn Dorothy Mae Sh•ley Susan jane Sw1sher Dan Allyn Wartalski Mana nne Rose Zezchc 
Carl Stoud Platou Bryan John Romane Raymond E Shockley james W SWitZer Charles F Wascher Nelson Z1mmer 
Paul Pluschkell Leslie D Rommes james w Shon Sharon L. Sypole Andrea Deann Washmgton Pa!rlcla A Zubal 
judy Ann Poff Tw•la S Romoser Catherine Ann Shon Ph1hp A lllpscou James J. Wayne Debra 1 Zuber 
Robert A PoliZZI jon Alan Rosenberg Roger A. Shuman Kenneth E lllylor Michael L. weaver Rebecca S Zucco 
Dawn Mane Pollina Russell Walter Ross• jeffrey Grant Shuns Nancy A Tcstory Cmdy D Webb Cra•g Wilham Zude 
Stephen Edward Pope Ray A Roth Eh & Ann S1dwell Gayle J Theobald Randy G. Weeks 
Amy Elizabeth Popp joseph C Rouer David G S•eben Gregory S Thorn Curt1s H Wehrmann 
Dav•d Scou Porch Waller ~I Rotz W1lham A S•egel Bruce E Thompson Barbara A We•dman 
Lynda A Pouer K.1ra Lee Royal Douglas Thomas S1mon Sharon Sue Thompson \lark A We• mer 
Deena C. Powell Ronald E Ruby Charles K S•mpson Ann Prosser Thurn Linda J. Welty 
Gary E Pnce Gary D Ruck Angela D. S1ms Lynn \1 TICe Steven \1 Wente 
Mary jayne Pnor Robert Gerald Rusch Stephen R. Smcla•r Erma l TISOn Dan•el M. Wesolosk• 
James H Pmchard Dma \1 Sackman Wllba l SISSOn Amy P T1SS1er Cathy l. Wesselman 
jerry L Pros•se jack•e E. Sadler RIChard J Skoumal Ronald P Tomes R1chard Clark West 
Dorothy Fern Provmes Dav1d R Sampson Laura D. Sleade Elizabeth A Totheroh Mary jane West 
John w Pruden Mark Dav•d Sanders john Pawck Sloan Robert j Tournour Susan D. Westerman 
Brenda M Pruemer G Wilham & Manlyn Sharlene S Smuh Cheryl I Towne Tracy Wethenon 
jon Mark Pubentz L Sauerwhue Wilham M Smuh K.uen C Tracey Mary Alice Wheeler 
Cindy L. Pufahl Donna M Sauers Chns11ne E. Smuh-Moe Melissa Anne Tracy judy Kay Whikehart 
Lynn M Pullan W1lham E Sav•lle Paul l. Snyder Kun KhueTh• Tran Gene J. White 
Pamela D. Quade Carolyn v Saxe C Roger Sorensen Lmda Trecker Rob Lee White 
Ronda K Queen Elizabeth Scarbrough Andrew J. Sparks janet Tre•chel linda Ann White 
Deborah Radhfr John w Schable Catherine M. Spencer A Chns Tsevclekos L. Keith White 
Susan L. Radloff Theresa M. Schackmann Dennis D Sp•cc Chad Evercu Tullis Tom W. White 
john A. Rafferty William A Schafer jules D. Spindler Lisa J. Tuomala Donna). Wieck 
jean M. Rahilly Mark J Schappaugh Sharon L. Sportsman Curtis L. 1\lrner Daryl L. Wieland 
Richard A. Rahorn lllmara Schhner Keith A. Sprague Sh• rlcy A l)tler Melinda K. Wieland 
jonathan D. Rakers Denn•s R Schm1dt john J. Stemer Sh1rly A Unek1s Brian S. W•elb•k 
Amy E. Rakow Mary C Schm1d1 Rebecca J. Stemer Robert L. Urbance Martin Wilder 
john L Ramsey Karen L. Schmohe jennifer K Stephen Beuy J Utley Paul v. Willenborg 
R1chard E. Ramsey Tom jerome Schnell Dennis L. Stephenson Harold E Vahhng Alan Ray Williams 
Frances Ellen Rardm Troy W1lliam Scholl Denms J. Sterchi Peggy S Yalent1 Nancy A. Wllhams 
Pamela L. RathJen Kenneth w Schonhoff jeffrey M. Sterling Beuy J van Fossan Wanda L. Williams 
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college websites 
Dean's Office: www.eiu.edu/"' lumpkin 
Development: www.eiu.edu/"' lumpkin/development.htm 
Business & Technology Institute: www.eiu.edu/ "'bti 
School of Business 
General: www.eiu.edul"' business 
Graduate Program: www.eiu.edu/"' mba 
School of Family & Consumer Sciences 
General www.eiu.edu/"' famsci 
Dietetics: www.eiu.edu/"' dietetic 
Graduate Program - FCS: www.eiu.edu/"' famsci/academics/msfcs.htm 
Graduate Program - Gerontology: www.eiu.edu/"' ma_geron 
School of 'Iechnology 
General www.eiu.edu/"' tech 
Graduate Program www.eiu.edu/"' tech/DegMS.htm 
Military Science 
General: www.eiu.edu/"' armyrotc 
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